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Summary

The dynamic response of a railway bridge is dependent on a complex system con-
sisting of many interacting subsystems, like the surrounding soil, foundations and
track superstructure. Future increased speed limits on existing railways demand a
better understanding of this system for railroad owners to correctly predict dynamic
response and set safe speed limits.

Herein, a 2D finite element model of a portal frame bridge is presented. The model
was made to represent the entire soil-foundation-track-bridge system of a case study
bridge. Measured accelerations and horizontal soil pressure variations from train
passages on the case study bridge were then compared with results from simulations
on the modeled bridge to determine how well they agree with reality.

Somewhat corresponding results were obtained for the soil pressure variations but
simulated accelerations were simply too small compared with measurements.

Some suggestions are made for improvement of the model, mainly regarding 2D vs.
3D modeling and track superstructure modeling. Also the importance of considering
horizontal force transmittance between rail and ballast is shown.

Keywords: Railway Bridge; Soil-structure Interaction; Dynamics; Finite
element analysis; Accelerations; Portal frame bridge, Field test.
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Sammanfattning

Dynamiska rörelser hos en järnvägsbro beror av ett mycket komplext mekaniskt
system som kan indelas i flera undersystem som t.ex den kringliggande jorden,
grundläggning och banöverbyggnad. Framtida höjda hastighetsgränser p̊a exis-
terande järnvägar kräver en bättre först̊aelse av detta system s̊a att dynamiska
effekter kan bli korrekt förutsedda och säkra hastighetsgränser sättas.

I detta examensarbete presenteras en 2D finit element modell av en existerande
balkrambro med kringliggande jord, grundläggning och banöverbyggnad. Fältmätningar
av accelerationer och jordtrycksvariationer fr̊an t̊agpassager jämförs med resultat
fr̊an simulerade t̊agpassager i modellen för att avgöra modellens överenstämmande
med verkligheten.

Simulerade och uppätta jordtrycksvariationer gav liknande resultat, dock ej exakt
överenstämmande. Accelerationer fr̊an simulerade t̊agöverfarter var för små för att
kunna jämföras med uppmätta resultat.

N̊agra förslag p̊a förbättringar av modellen ges, i huvudsak rörande 2D gentemot
3D modellering samt hur modeleringen av banöverbyggnaden bör göras. Ett test
med och utan horisontala kopplingar mellan ballast och räl visar att horisontell
kraftöverföring i banöverbyggnaden måste tas hänsyn till.

Sökord: Järnvägsbro; Jord-bro interaktion; Dynamik; Finit element analys;
Accelerationer; Plattrambro, Fältmätningar.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

A report, commissioned by the Swedish Government, on the possibilities and con-
ditions of high-speed railroads was issued by the Swedish railroad administration
(Banverket) in 2008. The report gave a very positive view on a development to-
wards high-speed railroads and urged the Government to take political action for
separate high-speed railways between the densely populated regions in Sweden. It
was also recommended that the rest of the major railroads should be improved for
speeds up to 200-250 km/h (Banverket, 2008). Today the plans for high-speed rail-
ways in Sweden is subject to a general debate in which the economical, technical
and environmental issues are being discussed.

One of the technical aspects of increased speeds on railroads is greater dynamical
effects, especially on and in the proximity of railway structures, such as railway
bridges. Increased vibrations may cause unexpected settlements in the railroad su-
perstructure and embankment as well as in underlying soil layers with a contingency
of growing maintenance costs or in the worst case scenario: train derailment.

The railroad bridge-system response to passing trains is difficult to predict and
associated with many uncertainties. Hence, the research projects in this area have
been concentrated on the understanding of small parts of or phenomena of that
system. However, the increased computing capability of today makes more complex
and larger numerical models possible even on a PC.

1.1.1 Modelling

One of the most common railroad bridge designs in Sweden is the portal frame
bridge. It is commonly used when the railroad crosses a small road. The structure
is cast in one piece and embedded by backfill on both sides. Abutments can be
free or fixed by piles depending on geolocial conditions. For illustration of a general
portal frame bridge, see Figure 1.1.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In order to model this geometry it is customary to use beam theory (for 2D analysis)
or shell theory (for 3D analysis). With this approach the number of degrees of
freedom (d.o.f’s) is minimized and a solution is easily evaluated. To model the
effects of the surrounding soil and backfill researchers and engineers apply dampers
and springs at suitable dof’s, see e.g. Figure 1.2.

Backfill
Backfill

Pile groups
Soil

Embankment
Embankment

Ballast

Figure 1.1: Side view of a portal frame integral bridge

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.2: Examples of simple ways to model soil interaction at the foundations at
a framebridge. (a)Side wall clamped at foundation. (b)Only rotation al-
lowed at foundation. (c)All foundation d.o.f’s free with applied dampers
and springs. (d)Some d.o.f’s free with applied dampers and springs

Models of this type can be of varying complexity, but the hard part is often to
estimate the correct parameters for the spring-damping system. Even with correct
parameters on a nonlinear spring-damping system some effects will not be accounted
for. For example: the springs and the dampers can’t take into account the moving
mass of the surrounding soil/backfill. Thus some of the forces acting on the bridge
structure are neglected.

Understanding and being able to model the whole train-bridge-soil system with a
cost and time efficient method can be valuable when grading existing bridges for

2



1.2. AIM AND SCOPE

increased train speeds. Thanks to the fast increase of computational capability,
larger systems containing several subsystems can be evaluated on a PC, given that
the procedures for creating such a system are clear. The limiting factors today are
in the understanding of how the subsystems of the train-bridge-soil system interact
and how they can be modeled in the best way.

1.2 Aim and scope

This master thesis describes an attempt to create a 2D-model of a portal frame
bridge that can simulate the dynamic response of a train passage. The model will
contain not only the bridge but several subsystems, like the soil, pilegroup, rail and
ballast. The study is carried out mainly for the author’s learning from the modeling
process, but also to identify some of the difficulties with a full scale model. As a
reference, measurements have been made on a bridge in Hörnefors, south of Ume̊a
in Sweden.

The first aim of this study is to create a 2D finite element model of the case
study bridge. Several subsystems in addition to the soil will be included like the
pile groups, rail and ballast. The model will be scripted so that parameters easily
can be changed and to make model refinement easier.

The second aim is to run simulations of train passages on the model and compare
results with the acceleration and soil pressure measurements of the case study bridge.

The third aim is to suggest further improvement of the model based on the con-
clusions drawn from the proposed analysis.

Because of the large number of parameters, the number of measurements taken and
the time needed to run one simulation of a passing vehicle, the study is limited by
the following:

∙ The soil and track parameters of the model will not be systematically tested
but collected from the litterature and/or assumed.

∙ Simulations will be compared mainly to one set of measurements at the bridge
at Hörnefors

∙ Simulations will run with a time step of 0.125 s and thus have a sampling
frequency of 80 Hz which means that natural frequencies at up to 40 Hz
can be analyzed. This should not affect the outcome significantly since 99%
of the energy of the mass movements can be found in the interval 0-30 Hz,
according to the dynamical evaluation made during the design of this bridge
(ELU konsult AB) .

∙ The train will be modeled by moving point loads.

Furthermore, linear elastic conditions are assumed in the whole model except for
one of the ballast models presented in section 3.3.

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2.1 Regarding 2D modeling of reality

When engineers perform dynamical analyses of bridges they may use a 3D shell
and beam model (Author’s work experience). As mentioned it is not customary to
simulate the surronding soil in any other way than by adding springs and possibly
dampers. By doing so the size of the problem is manageable on a PC.

In this study a 2D model is necessary because of the addition of soil. A 3D model of
bridge and soil would be impractical due to the size of such a system i.e. the time
consumption for analysis would be too large and would require a supercomputer. A
2D model does however have several disadvantages compared to a 3D model:

∙ The complicated geometry of the case bridge must be adapted to a 2D model
of the bridge.

∙ Some movements in the real bridge are inherently three dimensional and will
not be properly described in a 2D model response.

∙ Wave propagation in the soil will be confined to the 2D space and the energy
will not be dissipated in the same way as as in a 3D model.

1.3 Theory

This section treats some of the theoretical concepts used in the modeling of the
bridge. The basics of structural dynamics, the finite element method and dynamic
implicit integration techniques are presented as well as soil wave propagation and
wavelengths.

1.3.1 Structural dynamics

With knowledge in structural dynamics one can mathematically approximate the
motions of structures .

By solving the equation of motion for a system a time dependent history for the
motion of that system will be determined. A damped one d.o.f system is often
described by its equation of motion:

mü+ cu̇+ ku = F (t) (1.1)

where m is the mass in motion, c is the viscous damping and k is the stiffness.
ü,u̇ and u describes the acceleration, velocity and displacement of the mass. F (t)
describes the force acting on that same system.

When describing dynamical behavior, the resonance frequency or resonance fre-
quencies are central for the system response. Excitation of the system with load

4



1.3. THEORY

frequencies near a resonance frequency amplifies motions and store energy in the
system. A one d.o.f system, as described by equation (1.1), has a natural resonance
frequency, !n:

!n =

√
k

m
(1.2)

Due to the damping of the system, equation (1.2) does not fully describe how the
system oscillates. Assuming that the damping ratio, �, is less than 1.0, the damped
resonance frequency, !d, can be determined by:

!d = !n
√

1− �2 (1.3)

� is described by:

� =
c

2
√
km

(1.4)

When modeling structures the damping ratio is often less than 0.1.

For a multiple degree of free of freedom system, the equation of motion can be
described by:

Mü + Cu̇ + Ku = F(t) (1.5)

where M, C and K are matrices and ü, u̇ and u are vectors where each row belong to
a d.o.f. M is the system mass matrix, C is the damping matrix and K is the system
stiffness matrix. ü, u̇ and u refers to the acceleration, velocity and displacement of
each d.o.f.

A multiple degree of freedom system have multiple resonance frequencies were each
resonance frequency has a unique motion pattern. Such a pattern is referred to as a
mode of vibration. The model system in this study have many d.o.f’s and therefore
many modes. A dynamic steady state analysis is used in this study for determining
the mode shapes and frequencies of the bridge (See section 1.3.4).

1.3.2 Finite element method and elements

When describing reality with mathematics one is often trying to reduce the number
of d.o.f’s and increase the number of boundary conditions. Reality offer a near infin-
ity number of d.o.f’s, like the d.o.f’s of every atom combined, and vague boundary
conditions. In bridge engineering, however, the movements and conditions of every
atom is not of interest and boundary conditions can therefore be determined with
more certainty at the same time as d.o.f’s can be reduced. The most practical way
to tackle reality, in bridge engineering, is by means of FEM, or the finite element

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

method. The finite element method is a numerical way to solve spatially distributed
field problems, like stress analysis and temperature distribution. When using finite
elements the modeled structure is divided in sufficiently small finite pieces, called
elements.

Through integration methods the stiffness, damping and mass of an element can
be assigned to the d.o.f’s of the nodes of the elements. This leads to a system as
described by equation (1.5) and this system can be evaluated by numerical methods
like Implicit direct integration and steady state analysis (Cook et al., 2002).

1.3.3 Implicit direct integration

To determine the dynamic response of a system during static and/or time depen-
dent loading the implicit direct integration method is a good choice for structural
evaluation. The method used in Abaqus/CAE is the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor variant.
The advantage of this evaluation method, as it is implemented in Abaqus/CAE, is
that it is unconditionally stable. The time step in a linear system can be chosen only
with regard to accuracy, without worrying about numerical stability (Cook et al.,
2002).

1.3.4 Dynamic steady state analysis

Steady state analysis is used to determine the displacement amplitudes of a system
when it is periodically loaded with a certain frequency, !, assuming that the entire
system has reached dynamic equilibrium. This is useful when determining the res-
onance frequencies for a small part of a large system. The process is fairly simple
and the computational cost can be compared with that of a static analysis.

If the damping of the equation of motion is set to zero, the equation of motion can
be described by:

Mü + Ku = F(t) (1.6)

If the load is periodical i.e. F(t) = fsin(!t), the displacements are given by
u(t) = vsin(!t) and accelerations are given by ü(t) = −v!2sin(!t), the dynamic
equilibrium can then be described by:

Kvsin(!t)−Mv!2sin(!t) = fsin(!t) (1.7)

which gives (Chopra, 1995):

[K− !2M]v = f (1.8)

with solution:

6



1.3. THEORY

v = [K− !2M]−1f (1.9)

By solving this system for a series of frequencies with the same load pattern, fre-
quency dependent node amplifications, v is obtained. The frequencies of the modes
and their shape can then be identified by peaks in amplification-frequency diagrams
and corresponding displacement field.

Frequency
0. 5. 10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35. 40.

D
isp

la
ce

m
en

t

0.

2.

4.

6.

8.

10.

[x1.E−6] Vertical displacement at 1/3 L when loading vertically at 1/3 L

Peak at 11.4 Hz

Corresponding mode shape at 11.4 Hz

L

Load

Figure 1.3: Example of how a resonance frequency and the corresponding mode
shape can be determined from data of a steady state analysis

1.3.5 Soil waves and element size

Soil wave wavelength is important for determining the size of elements needed for the
modeled soil. To large elements will lead to an improper propagation of soil waves
and very small elements will make calculation cost very large. A rule of thumb is
that at least the length of eight elements in a row should fit inside the shortest
wavelength (Lysmer, 1978). In this study consideration is taken to P-waves and
S-waves. P-waves are waves propagating by particles vibrating along the direction
parallel with the propagation direction of the wave. The S-wave are described by
particles vibrating perpendicular to the wave propagation direction.

The wavelength, �, can be calculated by:

� =
c

f
(1.10)

where c is the wave speed and f is the frequency. The shortest wavelength is given
by the highest frequency. However, high frequency waves will be attenuated by the
damping in the soil and not travel far from the source. This implies that a finer
mesh should be used near the object of study (in this case: the bridge and track).

More, the p and s waves have different wave speeds, cs and cp which are governed
by (English Wikipedia:”P-waves” and ”S-waves”):
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

cs =

√
G


(1.11)

cp =

√
�l + 2G


(1.12)

where G is the shear modulus of the soil,  is the density of the soil and �l is the
second Lamé parameter given by:

�l =
2G�

1− 2�
(1.13)

where � is Poisson’s ratio.

It is evident that cp will always be greater than cs and therefore cs will produce the
shortest wavelengths and will govern the size of the mesh. The side length of the
elements, le will be estimated by:

le =
cs
8f

=

√
G


8f
(1.14)

assuming that eight elements should fit inside one wavelength. The shear modulus,G
is determined from:

G =
E

2(1 + �)
(1.15)

where E is the elastic modulus of the soil (Larsson, 2008).
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Chapter 2

The case study bridge and
measurements

This chapter describes the instrumented bridge that was used for the evaluation of
model output. The properties of the bridge are presented as well as the loads of the
locomotives passing this bridge. The instrumentation setup and some measurements
are also discussed.

2.1 The bridge and locomotive loads

The bridge used for comparison is a part of the Bothnia line project on the Swedish
northeast coast. The Bothnia line is a present contract for a new railroad between
Ångermanälven and Ume̊a and is due to be completed in august 2010. The bridge
itself is situated north of Hörnefors over a small road, see Figure 2.1. The bridge is
a portal frame integral bridge with a span of 15 m, a height of roughly 6 m and a
width of 6 m. The dimensions of the bridge are shown in Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
The wings thickness are 0.8 m. The foundations are fixed with pile groups.

The concrete of the bridge is of the quality C35/45. According to European stan-
dards the characteristic elastic modulus is 33.5 GPa. Because of an assumed cracked
behavior of the bridge the elastic modulus is reduced by a factor 0.6. The concrete
material parameters are listed in table 2.1.

Notation Parameter Value Unit

E Elastic modulus 20.1× 109 Pa

� Density 2500 kg/m3

� Poisson’s ratio 0.2 -

Table 2.1: Assumed material parameters for the concrete of the bridge

Today the bridge at Hörnefors is used mainly for transportation of track construction
materials (macadam, gravel, sleepers and rails) for the present construction of the

9



CHAPTER 2. THE CASE STUDY BRIDGE AND MEASUREMENTS

Viewport: 1     ODB: A:/ABAQUS−WD/Steadystateworail.odb

Figure 2.1: The portal frame bridge at Hörnefors and its geographical postition.
The bridge picture is from Ülker Kaustell (2009) and the map is from
the Swedish National Land Survey(Lantmäteriverket).

2 concrete beams (0.5m x 0.7m)

Figure 2.2: Side view of the portal frame bridge with dimensions (ELU konsult AB).

Bothnia line. The axle loads and train properties of the trains depend on what
kind of material they are transporting, but as this study mainly concentrates on the
passages of locomotives, the wagons and their cargo is not of interest. Locomotives
on the track are assumed to be diesel electric and of the types used by the Swedish
railroad administration. For pulling freight trains for railway construction in Sweden
mainly the G1205/G1206, T34, T44 and Tb locomotives are used according to
järnväg.net (2009). As model for the locomotive loads, the G1206 locomotive is
assumed. The G1206 has a weight of about 90 metric ton which is distributed on
two boogies with two axles each. This gives a vertical load of 225 kN per axle, see
Figure 2.5.

10



2.1. THE BRIDGE AND LOCOMOTIVE LOADS

Figure 2.3: Side view of case frame bridge centerline section with dimensions in
mm(ELU konsult AB).

Figure 2.4: Cross-section of case frame bridge roof with dimensions in mm(ELU
konsult AB).

11
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2.4 m 4.8 m 2.55 m2.55 m 2.4 m

225 kN 225 kN 225 kN 225 kN

90 metric tonnes

G1206 locomotive

Figure 2.5: The G1206 diesel-electric locomotive with axle load distribution.
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2.1. THE BRIDGE AND LOCOMOTIVE LOADS

2.1.1 The bridge superstructure

The superstructure of this bridge carries a ballasted railroad track. The ballast layer
on the bridge is about 0.6 m high and 4.2 m wide based on blueprints. Some of the
assumed material parameters (Table 2.2) of the ballast were collected from a chinese
study on ballast vibration (Zhai et al., 2004). The sleeper distance is assumed to be
0.6 m and the rails is of the UIC-60 type (Botniabanan, 2005).

Notation Parameter Value Unit

E Elastic modulus 1.1× 108 Pa

� Density 1800 kg/m3

� Poisson’s ratio 0.1 -

Table 2.2: Assumed ballast material parameters. The elastic modulus and density
were collected from Zhai et al. (2004).

2.1.2 The soil layers and their composition

The soil layers composition are given by the geological survey done before the bridge
was designed and is shown in Table 2.3.

Elastic modulus Density Layer height

E � ℎs

Soil layer [Pa] [kg/m3] [m]

topsoil − − 0.5

silty sand 30× 106 1900 5

silty clay 5× 106 1700 2

silt 30× 106 1800 2.5

moraine 50× 106 2000 7

rock/big blocks − − −

Table 2.3: Soil layer parameters and their heights under the north foundation ac-
cording to the geological survey (Botniabanan AB)

Comparing diagrams from weight sounding tests and dynamic probing tests of the
geological survey with the estimated elastic modulus of the soil shows that the elastic
modulus of the soil is systematically underestimated. This is not strange since the
liable geotechnician of the survey want to be on the safe side. A comparison of
the weight sounding tests with the weight sounding test recommendations of the
Swedish Road Administration for silt based soils (Vägverket, 1994) shows that the
in-situ elastic modulus can be more than two times those given in geological survey.
Not only are the recommendations underestimated but the geotechnician have used
the lowest elastic modulus possible based on the recommendations. A dynamical
analysis requires more or less exact elastic modulus values, hence, the authors best

13



CHAPTER 2. THE CASE STUDY BRIDGE AND MEASUREMENTS

approximation is that the real elastic modulus of the soil layers are near to two times
the elastic modulus values shown in Table 2.3. Furthermore, the soil was assumed
to be water saturated and therefore incompressible which motivates a high Poisson’s
ratio. In this study a Poissons ratio of 0.47 is assumed. The embankment elastic
modulus is 50 Mpa according to the blueprints of the bridge (ELU konsult AB).

2.2 Instrumentation and measurements

In an earlier study of this bridge the bridge was instrumented to measure accelera-
tions and soil pressures during train passages. This section describe why and how
the instrumentation was performed. The information is taken from the thesis of the
earlier study (Ülker Kaustell, 2009).

2.2.1 Instrumentation

One of the key issues regarding the soil-bridge interaction is the soil horizontal
pressure dynamics against the bridge walls. To be able to measure these pressures
during a train passage five pressure cells were installed on the center line of the
bridge walls. Four were placed on the northern wall and one was placed on the
southern wall. The cells were placed on different heights, according to Figure 2.6,
in order to study the pressure distribution.

To protect the pressure cells from the large pebbles of the backfill, the cells were
embedded in sand behind a latex casing. This prevents the pebbles of the backfill
from applying localized pressures on the cells and distributed the backfill pressure
evenly over the surfaces of the cells. The backfill was then added and compacted in
the usual manner. Two arching effect problems with this setup were later identified
by Ülker Kaustell (2009). These problems may cause the pressure to be underesti-
mated in measurements. The cell type used for the five cells was the KDG-500KPA
manufactured by TML.

To measure accelerations two Si-Flex MEMS accelerometers were attached to the
bridge. One was placed in the upper corner of the bridge at the center line and
one was placed on the edge beam of the bridge deck at 1/3 of the bridge span, see
Figure 2.7. The one in the upper corner of the bridge was placed in the horizontal
direction and the one on the edge beam was placed in the vertical direction. The
purpose of the placement of the accelerometers was to identify the first horizontal
and vertical frequencies.

A temperature gauge was also installed adjacent to the bridge but those measure-
ments will not be used in this study. For both the soil pressure cells and the ac-
celerometers, a sampling frequency of 400 Hz was used and the data was collected
using a HBM/Spider 8 data logger. The data logger and a laptop were placed in
a heated container on the site. This monitoring system prepared and analyzed the
collected data with a Matlab program called BRAVE. BRAVE identifies the train
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0.15 m

0.35 m

0.40 m

0.15 m

Two soil pressure cells next to each other (one is for spare)

Soil pressure cells

Figure 2.6: Left:Four of the five pressure cells attached to the bridge at Hörne-
fors. Right:Side view:The pressure cells placement according to (Ülker
Kaustell, 2009)

1/3 L

L

Vertical accelerometer

Horizontal accelerometer
Edge beam of the bridge

Figure 2.7: Side view: The accelerometers placement and measuring direction ac-
cording to (Ülker Kaustell, 2009)

passages and store the measurements on the laptop. Through a ADSL-connection
these files could later be retrieved and studied. BRAVE stands for BRidge Au-
tomatic Vibration Evalution and is written by the personnel at the Division of
Structural Design and Bridges at KTH.

2.2.2 Measurements

This section treats the presentation and evaluation of measured data. Please note
that the results presented here are mainly produced an analyzed by Ülker Kaustell
(2009) and are only used for comparison with the computer model described in
section 3.2. The measurements were taken during 2009.

During the construction of the Bothnia line the speed limit on the railroad is 40
km/h. Thus, all measurements taken, are from trains traveling below and around
40 km/h. The accelerations from these trains are, due to the low speed, not very
large which makes it more difficult to separate the bridge free vibrations from signal
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CHAPTER 2. THE CASE STUDY BRIDGE AND MEASUREMENTS

disturbances. An acceleration diagram are shown in Figure 2.8 which displays the
characteristic output of a single locomotive passage. A soil pressure diagram from
the same occasion for one of the top pressure cells is shown in Figure 2.9. The
magnitudes of the accelerations can differ extensively when comparing different train
passages (see Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.8: Measured accelerations for a locomotive passage
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Figure 2.9: Measured soil pressure variations for a top pressure cell of a single loco-
motive passage
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Figure 2.10: Measured accelerations for a train passage

To estimate resonance frequencies, the accelerations measured from train passages
were Fourier transformed to power spectral density-diagrams(PSD:s). To avoid dis-
turbances from the trains the free vibrations after the trains have left the bridge
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has been used (Ülker Kaustell, 2009). The peaks of these PSD:s should relate to
the undisturbed resonance frequencies of the bridge. However, despite using only
the accelerations of the free vibrations, a single PSD-diagram, gave indistinct peaks.
This made estimation of the resonace frequencies, based on a single train or loco-
motive passage, very difficult. To counter this problem the PSD-diagrams of several
train passages were normalized and added together in an averaged normalized power
spectral densities (ANPSD) diagram. This minimized seemingly random character-
istics of a single passage, perhaps inherited from the specific spring-mass system of
the passing train, and left a more clear display of the characteristics of bridge.

An ANSPD diagram from the acceleration measurements of 10 train passages are
shown in Figure 2.11. By studying the peaks in the ANPSD diagram the resonance
frequencies can be estimated. There is no way however to relate these frequencies
to a specific mode shape with a satisfactory degree of certainty. To accomplish that
a larger number of accelerometers would have to be placed at different locations on
the bridge.

Figure 2.11: Averaged normalized power spectral densities (ANPSD) for 10 train
passages (Ülker Kaustell, 2009)
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A PSD-diagram of a single locomotive passage were filtered using the ends of the
peaks in the ANPSD diagram as boundaries for the cut off frequencies. This made
it possible to estimate the resonance frequencies with more certainty for the single
locomotive passage. The PSD-diagram had to be filtered once for every frequency of
interest. Estimated resonance frequencies for a single locomotive passage are shown
in Table 2.4

vertical

frequency (Hz) 7.1 8.5 11 17 22 28.5 32

horizontal

frequency (Hz) 5.4 6.7 7.1 22 26.5 30.5 32

Table 2.4: Estimated resonance frequencies after a locomotive passage over the
bridge at Hörnefors according to Ülker Kaustell (2009). Please note that
these frequencies are very roughly estimated.

When comparing different acceleration measurements it becomes apparent that the
magnitudes of the accelerations differ up to ten times depending on if it is a train or
a single locomotive that passes during the measurement. Single locomotive passages
generally tend to generate larger magnitudes. The reasons for this behavior can only
be speculated upon. It may be due to the in-situ ballast being loaded on a longer
section of the track during a multiple wagon train passage. When the ballast is
loaded, the ballast stiffness in the vertical and horizontal direction increases (Ruge
et al., 2009). A longer train may therefore cause the ballast and rail to transfer
forces from the bridge to a larger section of the superstructure and thus making
the bridge more bound to the surroundings. This argument is indeed a subject for
further research.
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Chapter 3

Modelling and Method of analysis

This chapter deals with the description of the computer model, hereafter denomi-
nated the model, and the method used to evalute the model. The main purpose of
the model is to approximate the dynamic events of a real train passage, in line with
the first and second aim of this study. A number of variations of the model where
produced in pursuit of a realistic model response compared with measurements from
the real bridge. Two of the most promising, of the model variations, are described
in this text. The model variations describes two different ways to model the ballast
i.e. how the loads from the moving train loads are distributed.

3.1 Software and procedure description

The model was created in Dassault Systèmes Abaqus software. The Abaqus software
is a wide range finite element program that excels in solving linear and non-linear
spatially distributed field problems. Together with a graphical interface developed
by SIMULIA, the Abaqus/CAE software, the input process and viewing of results
are made very simple. Even without thorough knowledge in finite element analysis
results can be obtained and evaluated. However, by experience gained from modeling
and comments in the literature (Cook et al., 2002), the author has learned that even
seemingly simple procedures require some knowledge in the numerical methods used
by Abaqus.

A model in Abaqus consists of one or multiple ”parts”. Each ”part” can be made to
represent a certain item or area of the system being modeled. If one where to model
a petrol engine one part would probably represent the piston for example. The parts
can be divided into partitions which makes it possible to assign different material
properties to different sections of the parts. The parts of the model are assembeled in
what is reffered to as the assembly module. In the assembly, interaction conditions
between the different parts, boundary conditions and loads can be applied. For a
general view of the modeling process in Abaqus see Figure 3.1.

Together with Abaqus built in python interpreter a python script was used to gen-
erate the model in Abaqus/CAE. Almost all of Abaqus/CAE’s functions can be
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Material parameters

Model 

Loads/Boundary conditions
Mesh

Interaction between parts

Assembly

Part

Partition

Part

Partition

Part Part

Material parameters

Figure 3.1: General view of the modeling process in Abaqus

reached through python commands. For a script of the modeled bridge see Ap-
pendix A. For a complete model a number of parameters and conditions must be
defined by the script. The process can be described by the following input sequence:

∙ The geometrical properties of the different parts

∙ Material properties (Elastic modulus, density, Poisson’s ratio, structural damp-
ing)

∙ Assignment of material properties to the parts

∙ Type of analyses (Implicit dynamic evaluation, steady state dynamics evalua-
tion)

∙ Output definition (What to put in the output database)

∙ Interaction between different parts (Bridge-soil contact, ties)

∙ Springs and dampers (geometry and parameter values)

∙ Boundary conditions

∙ Loads (Time dependent trainloads)

∙ Mesh (Seeding edges)

The process is the same whether using Abaqus/CAE’s graphical interface or script-
ing. Scripting the model however, makes the creation of repetitive occurrences and
changes to the model faster.

For some calculations, that weren’t directly part of the model, Matlab scrips were
used. Matlab was used mainly for calculating the amplitude functions for moving
loads of the locomotive and the optimization of the model pile groups.
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3.2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

3.2 General description of the model

This section treats the general description of the computer model. The general
model is constituted by a soil part, infinite soil part, bridge part, rail part, pile
groups part and a ballast model. They are all created in 2D and put together using
merging, ties, couplings or connector elements. The basic outline of the model can
be seen in Figure 3.2. The bridge and rail were created using Timoshenko beam
elements (Abaqus el.type: B21) while the other parts were created using solid planar
elements (Abaqus el.type: CPS3 and CPS4R). For the infinite soil part, an Abaqus
plain strain infinite elements (Abaqus el.type: CINPE4R) was used.
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Figure 3.2: The basic outline of the model
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CHAPTER 3. MODELLING AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The 2D-model was created using plain strain conditions. This means that the strains
normal to the analysis plane are forced to be zero i.e. no movement or stress will
exist normal to the analysis plane. As discussed in section 1.2.1 a 2D-enviroment
will lead to improper wave propagation and compromises regarding the geometry of
the model. The solid elements used can be given a thickness normal to the analysis
plane but this thickness will only be used for evaluating mass, stiffness and damping
parameters in the plane. All solid shell elements in this model are made 6 m thick.
This means that the model represents a 6 m slice of the bridge and the surrounding
soil and embankment. The reason is that the width of the bridge wall, and therefore
the area acting on the soil, is 6 m wide. This makes the modeling of the bridge, rails
and loads somewhat easier. No consideration had to be taken to reduce the loads
or change rail paramaters. Another approach would have been to restrict the model
to a one meter slice of the in-situ objects. This would have made the modeling
more complicated, due to necessary parameter reductions, and given the exact same
results.

3.2.1 Procedures for assemling the model parts

The procedures for putting the parts of the model together are explained in this
section. Mainly ties, couplings and merging of parts were used in this model for
interaction between the parts. Figure 3.3 shows the type and usage in the model.

Merge
CouplingTie

Tie

Tie

Figure 3.3: How the parts of the model are put togehter. How the rail is connected
is explained in section 3.3

When using merging to put together parts the parts are merged into one new part.
This new part will be treated as one instance by Abaqus. For the parts to be merged
the edges or surfaces of the parts must overlap each other.

The Abaqus tie constraint is another way to put together parts and does not demand
that the edges to be put together are overlapping. The tie constraint can be given
a position tolerance which means that the nodes on the master surface get coupled
with the nodes on the slave surface within the position tolerance, see Figure 3.4. If
a slave node is within the position tolerance of multiple master nodes the slave node
get coupled to the closest master surface node. The d.o.f’s of the coupled nodes
are then constrained to each other. The tie constraint keep the parts intact and
are useful when connecting parts with different mesh density (Dassault Systémes,
2007).

Abaqus couplings are used when one node is to be connected to a group of nodes. In
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3.2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

the model this type is used primarily for connecting the bottom nodes of the beam
bridge to the foundations. They are also used in the ballast models.

Master edge

Slave edge

Position tolerance

Constraint

Slave node

Master node

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the Abaqus tie constraint with position tolerance

3.2.2 Damping

To introduce damping to the model the Abaqus material property referred to as
”structural” damping was used. Structural damping differs from viscous damping
in the sense that it is proportional to the displacements of the system nodes instead
of the node to node relative velocity. This makes the structural damping forces
independent of the frequencies which better reflect the damping properties of soils
and concrete (Ülker Kaustell, 2009).

For all solid elements in the model a structural damping ratio of 2% was assumed.
For the rail and beam elements of the bridge no damping was applied.

3.2.3 Beam model of the bridge

The beam model of the bridge is a 2D representation of the entire bridge. The walls
and deck are made by Timoshenko beam elements while the foundation is made by
2D planar solid elements (Figure 3.5). The following text describes how the case
study bridge was modeled in 2D.

Timoshenko Beam elements

Solid planar elements Solid planar elementsSpring

CouplingCoupling

Figure 3.5: The modeled bridge with the case bridge profile in gray.
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The geometry is copied from Figure 2.3 with small adjustments to reach symmetry,
placing the wall beam elements in the center line of the bridge walls and the deck
beam elements in the gravitational center of the deck and edge beams combined.
The gravitational center of the deck and edge beams is calculated using Figure 2.4
and found to be 0.66 m from the bottom edge of the deck. The area moment of
inertia for the deck and edge beams combined, Id, is determined using Figure 2.4,
the parallel axis theorem and the gravitational center as bending axis.

The walls are partitioned so that the inclination of the wings is taken into account
when calculating the area moment of inertia and the area for the walls. For each
partition the area moment of inertia, Iwp(i), is calculated using the adherent area of
wings and wall and the parallel axis theorem with bending axis at the center of the
wall. See Figure 3.6, Equation 3.1 and table 3.1 for reference.

Iwp(i) = Iwall + 2Iwing(i) + 2Awing(i)d
2
i (3.1)

Model beam part

Bending axis

Side view
Plane view of partition i

Partition i

Iwall

Iwing(i)

Awing(i)

di
Iwing(i)

Awing(i)

Figure 3.6: Illustration describing how the area moment of inertia, Iwp(i), is calcu-
lated for a wall partition of the bridge.

Notation Parameter

Iwall Area moment of inertia for wall

Iwing(i) Area moment of inertia for wing at partition i

Awing(i) Area for wing at partition i

di Distance between bending axis and center of wing

Table 3.1: Reference for Figure 3.6

A total of 8 different partitions were used for the walls and one profile was used for
the deck. For input values see table 3.2.

The foundation slabs are also generated using the geometry from Figure 2.3. The
walls of the bridge are fixed to the foundation by means of a node to surface coupling.
To include the stiffness of the two concrete beams that connects the foundations, a
spring with an equivalent stiffness, is attached to both foundations.
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Area moment of inertia Area Partition height

I A ℎ

Partition [m4] [m2] [m]

Wall0 310 17.0 1.160

Wall1 258 16.2 0.643

Wall2 172 14.6 0.643

Wall3 107 13.0 0.643

Wall4 61.0 11.4 0.643

Wall5 30.6 9.80 0.643

Wall6 12.5 8.20 0.643

Wall7 1.46 5.80 1.720

Deck 1.60 5.995

Table 3.2: Parameters for the partitons of the beam bridge. Wall0 is the top parti-
tion and Wall7 is the partition connected to the foundation.

3.2.4 Pile group part

The pile groups are created using 2D solid elements according to Figure 3.7. The pile
group affect the stiffness of the foundation and are crucial for the bridge response.
In the study performed by Ülker Kaustell (2009) the case bridge pile group stiffness
have been estimated. To find a 2D pile group geometry that give the same horizontal,
vertical and rotational stiffness as those estimated, a five parameter bar model was
created in Matlab. Through optimization of that bar model a geometry that had
roughly the same horizontal, vertical and rotational stiffness could be obtained. The
following text explains the five parameter bar model and how it was optimized.

0.3 m

17 m

Figure 3.7: The two pilegroups of the model.

A bar model, created with a Matlab script (see Appendix B), representing the pile
group under one foundation was made according to Figure 3.8 where angles �1 and
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�2, Young’s modulus, E, and distances d1 and d2 where to be determined. The
model was created using a two by two stiffness matrix of a bar as basis, as shown in
Equation 3.2, and a rotation transformation matrix, Tr,bar, for the angle of each of
the four bars, see Equation 3.3. The stiffness matrices of each bar were then added
together to a stiffness matrix for the whole system, Ktot. Since the bars had no
connection to each other at this stage Ktot were described as in Equation 3.4.

G

h

f1

f2

d1

d2

Figure 3.8: The geometry of the 2D bar model for the pile group analysis. h is set
to 0.5 m (the middle of the foundation)

Kbar =

(
EA

L(�bar)
−EA
L(�bar)

−EA
L(�bar)

EA
L(�bar)

)
(3.2)

E is the elastic modulus of the bar and A is the area of a bar. L(�bar) is the length
of one bar determinded from �bar which is the angle of a bar as shown in Figure 3.8.

Tr,bar =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
cos(�bar) sin(�bar) 0 0

−sin(�bar) cos(�bar) 0 0

0 0 cos(�bar) sin(�bar)

0 0 −sin(�bar) cos(�bar)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3.3)
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�bar is the angle of the bar compared to the horizontal plane as in Figure 3.8.

Ktot =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
Kbar1rotated 0 0 0

0 Kbar2rotated 0 0

0 0 Kbar3rotated 0

0 0 0 Kbar4rotated

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3.4)

Since the bars were assumed to have two degrees of freedom at the upper endpoint
and fixed at the lower endpoint, the dof’s at the lower endpoints where removed from
the stiffness matrix. The resulting matrix, K, were then constrained, Equation 3.5,
by means of a constraint transformation matrix, C, (Cook et al., 2002), to a point
G with three d.o.f’s : horizontal, vertical and rotational (see Figure 3.8). This
produced a three by three stiffness matrix Kc for the whole system:

Kc = CTKC (3.5)

C is described as:

C =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 ℎ

0 1 −d1
1 0 ℎ

0 1 −d2
1 0 ℎ

0 1 d2

1 0 ℎ

0 1 d1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(3.6)

The work done by Ülker Kaustell (2009) on this particular pile group included a
stiffness analysis. The four stiffness values in Table 3.3 are the result of that analysis.
It should be noted that the analysis included soil. Using the terms in Table 3.3, a
three by three load matrix, R, was created according to Equation 3.7. The coupling
term represent the transmitted force between rotational and horizontal movment.

Horizontal 2.5× 108 N/m

Vertical 2.5× 109 N/m

Rotational 4.7× 109 Nm/rad

Coupling 3.4× 108 Nm/rad

Table 3.3: Stiffness for the pile group according to Ülker Kaustell (2009).

R is described by:
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R =

⎛⎜⎝ 2.5 ∗ 108 0 −3.4 ∗ 108

0 2.5 ∗ 109 0

−3.4 ∗ 108 0 4.7 ∗ 109

⎞⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎝ Horizontal 0 −Coupling
0 V ertical 0

−Coupling 0 Rotation

⎞⎟⎠
(3.7)

By solving the system in Equation 3.8 a displacement matrix, D, is obtained where
every column represent the displacements of the corresponding column in the load
matrix. Since the load matrix, R, corresponds to the data obtained from Table 3.3 a
perfect match would produce a displacement matrix with only ones in the diagonal,
the goal matrix. However, such a solution was not possible because of the 2D
conditions in the general model, mainly because a crossing of two 2D piles would
complicate soil ties and make modeling very difficult. By minimizing the sum of
the squared differences between the result matrix and the goal matrix a geometry
could be obtained that corresponded to the conditions of the 2D model, see Table
3.4. This was done using the Matlab function ”fmincon” where constraints for the
relations between the parameters could be applied. The matlab script used for this
analysis is shown in Appendix B.

D = Kc
−1R (3.8)

Displacements after loading the optimized bar model of the piles with loads from
Table 3.3 are shown in Equation 3.9. The left column relates to horizontal loading,
with rotation fixed by the coupling term. The middle column relates to vertical load-
ing and the right column relates to rotational loading with the horizontal movement
fixed by the coupling term. The horizontal displacement, 1.5706 m, when loading
horizontally shows that the system is significantly weaker in horizontal direction
than the pile group system in Table 3.3.

Outer piles angle �1 [deg] 20

Inner piles angle �2 [deg] -4.5

Elastic modulus for pillar elements E [GPa] 7

Outer pillar distance(Foundation CL) d1 [m] 1.5

Inner pillar distance(Foundation CL) d2 [m] 1.5

Table 3.4: Optimized parameters of pile group for 2D-conditions. Please compare
with Figures 3.8 and 3.7

D =

⎛⎜⎝ 1.5801m 0.0000 0.0341

0.0000 0.9223m 0.0000

0.0557 0.0000 0.8356rad

⎞⎟⎠ (3.9)

The above described pile system gives a reasonable representation of the case study
pile group. The horizontal stiffness is somewhat weak, but other errors in the model
might be larger in comparison. For example: the fact that the values from Ülker
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Kaustell (2009) include the soil stiffness is a system fault since the soil stiffness is
applied once more in the model by the soil part. However, this impact is assumed
to be small because of the low elastic modulus of the soil. Furthermore, the piles
in the general model have their rotational degree of freedom fixed at the foundation
and bedrock. In the above described system these d.o.f’s are treated as free.

3.2.5 The soil part

The soil part represent the adjacent soil and embankment of the site and is created
using 2D planar solid elements. Based on the geological survey, the soil is partitioned
into different soil layers, see Figure 3.2. As discussed in section 2.1.2, the elastic
modulus of the soil layers are doubled. For the material parameters used for the soil
see Table 3.5.

Elastic modulus Density Poisson’s ratio Struc. damping

E � � D

Material name [Pa] [kg/m3] [-] [%]

S.layer 0 (embankment) 50× 106 1800 0.25 2

Soil layer 1 60× 106 1900 0.47 2

Soil layer 2 10× 106 1700 0.47 2

Soil layer 3 60× 106 1800 0.47 2

Soil layer 4 100× 106 2000 0.47 2

Table 3.5: Material parameters for the soil layers

The width of the soil part are dependent on two factors. The first is minimizing the
effects of the boundaries and the second is conserving calculation cost i.e. if the soil
is too wide the problem will be too large and if the soil isn’t wide enough boundary
effects will be significant. In this model a width of 100 m is used. The bottom edge
of the soil is fixed assuming cohesion to the bedrock.

3.2.6 The infinite elements part

If the model was fixed or free at the right and left edge of the model, waves reaching
the edges would reflect back into the model. To handle this problem the edges of
the model are connected to the so called infinite elements. The infinite elements
act as a damping matrix with their stiffness matrix suppressed, thus minimizing
the reflection of wave energy back to the finite model. The elements geometry were
created as instructed in Dassault Systémes (2007) and were given the same material
parameters as their adherent soil layer.
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3.2.7 Rail part

The rail part is where the moving loads were applied in the model. As mentioned
in section 2.1 the rails used on the Bothnia line are of the UIC-60 type. Since the
entire bridge is modeled, the beam elements of the rail must represent two ”real”
rails. The area moment of inertia and the area are doubled compared to profile
specifics in Banverket (2006). The input parameters for the rail part can be seen
in Table 3.6. The rail part node distance for the moving loads were 0.1 m. This is
used when creating the amplitude functions for the moving train, see section 3.2.8.

Early tests of the model showed that when the train enters and leaves the rail at the
edges of the model, a large swaying motion occurs for the entire model mass. These
large boundary effects were due to the infinite elements discussed in section 3.2.6.
Since the infinite elements doesn’t have any stiffness in dynamic analysis, the ”edge
stiffness” of the model is too weak. To reduce these ”boundary effects” the rail was
extended 24 m in both directions. On these extensions the rails are allowed to move
only in the vertical direction and the vertical movement was restrained by springs
coupled to fixed nodes. Allowing the train to start on the rail extension made the
train entrance softer and reduced the swaying motion of the model.

Another solution would have been to let the train somewhere closer to the model
center or make the soil part of the model wider. However, both of these alternatives
demand a wider soil part. A wider soil part would have increased the already large
calculation cost of running a simulation of a train passage.

Notation Parameter Value Unit

E Elastic modulus 210× 109 Pa

� Density 7800 kg/m3

� Poisson’s ratio 0.2 -

A Cross section area 0.15 m2

I Area moment of inertia 6× 10−5 m4

Table 3.6: Parameters for rail beam elements representing two ”real” UIC-60 rails,
data is collected from Banverket (2006)

3.2.8 Moving loads

The moving locomotive loads in the model are made by a series of vertical loads
applied to the rail part as in Figure 3.9. Every load p has a unique time dependent
amplitude function, Ampp(t), and a uniform maximum magnitude, P , from which
Abaqus interpolates the magnitude Fp(t) at time t as:

Fp(t) = P ∗ Ampp(t) (3.10)

The amplitude function, Ampp(t), is described by triangular pulses where each pulse
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Rail node

Load p

Figure 3.9: The connection of train loads to model

refers to a specific axle load of the train. By shifting the triangular pulses forward
in time, the amplitude function for every load can be determined. The time based
width of pulses are determined by the distance between two nodes on the rail, lnode,
and the speed of the train, Strain. Through the overlapping according to Figure 3.10
it can be made sure that the total sum of axle forces, on the model, is constant
while the train moves. The timeshift between axles are determined by the distance
between axles and the train speed, Strain.

t(s)

Amp

1

0

Ampp+1(t)Ampp(t)

lnode

strain

lnode

strain

Train axle 1 Train axle 2

LA1-A2

strain

Figure 3.10: Time-Amplitude diagrams for two adjecent loads as shown in Figure 3.9
with a train of two axles: Train axle 1 and Train axle 2. LA1−A2 is the
distance between axles.

To generate the amplitude functions for the loads, a matlab script was used with
the G1206 locomotive as model, see Appendix C.

3.2.9 Mesh

The mesh of the model is an important factor when evaluating large models. Finer
meshes give a more accurate result but will of course consume more time when
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evaluating the FEM problem. A coarse mesh may produce distorted elements and
larger error in comparison to a finer mesh. The studied parts of the model are
primarily the bridge, the rail, the ballast, the pillars and the top of the embankment.
These parts should have a finer mesh than the greater parts of the soil so that mesh
related errors can be minimized in these areas. The mesh of the model is diplayed
in Figure 3.11.
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3.3 Ballast models

Early tests of the solid ballast model showed that how the ballast was modeled was
very significant for the model bridge accelerations and model soil horizontal stresses
during a locomotive passage. In the pursuit of a model response that could be
compared with measurements, two different ballast models were created.

3.3.1 Solid planar ballast

The solid planar ballast is made by 2D planar solid elements i.e. it is created using
the same element type as the soil part, pile group part and the foundation of the
bridge. Instead of using a normal to the plane thickness of 6 m, the ballast elements
thickness are set to 4.2 m which is the width of the ballast on the case bridge
according to blueprints.

In order to simulate the granular behavior of the ballast material during trainload,
the ballast was partitioned according to Figure 3.12. It was assumed that the vertical
load transmitted from the sleeper coincides with the cone distribution (Zhai et al.,
2004). To imitate this the cone partitions in Figure 3.12 were given a larger value
for the elastic modulus and so forcing the load to distribute as a cone.

Sleeper distance Kinetic coupling

E = 110 Mpa

E = 30 Mpa

Subgrade Stress distribution angle

Rail

Figure 3.12: Partitioning of the solid ballast model.

The top of each cone partition is coupled to the overhead rail node by means of
kinetic couplings which constrain the translational and rotational d.o.f’s of the rail
to the ballast.

This ballast model does not consider the sleeper weight or the stiffness of the pad
found between the sleeper and the rail. This should give a negligible error compared
to the fact that the granular ballast of the case bridge probably doesn’t behave as
an linear elastic system of 2D elements.

3.3.2 Ballast model using connector elements

A successful study in ballast modeling propose a system of springs, dampers and
point masses to model the ballast-sleeper-rail system. As with the solid planar
ballast the assumption is that it is only the ballast within the stress distribution
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3.3. BALLAST MODELS

angle, �, that is affected during vertical loading and that the ballast stiffness can
be determined from that assumption (Zhai et al., 2004).

This ballast model replaces the ballast with a bi-linear spring (Figure 3.13) and a
point mass with an rotary moment of inertia. A damper is also applied in the same
line of action as the spring. An illustration of the ballast model can be seen in
Figure 3.15.

The damping coefficient of the damper was set to 2Cb. According to Zhai et al.
(2004), vertical ballast damping, Cb is about 6× 104Ns/m and refers to the ballast
damping under one rail. In this model both rails are modeled, hence 2Cb is assumed
to describe the ballast damping. The ballast spring is given a bi-linear behavior and
have different stiffness for compressive and tensile stress in the vertical direction.
Assuming that the ballast has a very small capacity to restrict upward movement
of the rail, the tensile stiffness of the spring is set to 100 kN/m. The compressive
stiffness of the ballast is given a much larger value, Kb, which is supposed to represent
the restriction of downward movement, assuming cone load distribution. Kb is
calculated according to (Zhai et al., 2004):

Kb = 2
Kb1Kb2

Kb1 +Kb2

(3.11)

where

Kb1 = Eb
2(le − lb)tan(�)

ln[(lels)/(lb(le + ls − lb))]
(3.12)

and

Kb2 = Eb
ls(ls − lb + 2le + 2ℎbtan(�))tan(�)

lb − ls + 2ℎbtan(�)
(3.13)

with parameters according to Figure 3.14 and le as the half length of a sleeper and
Eb as the elastic modulus of the ballast.

The spring and damper are modeled using a connector element type, called trans-
lator. This element constrains all d.o.f’s except the d.o.f in the direction of the
element axis. This means that all the other rotational and translational movements
are directly transmitted between the two endpoints of the connector element. The
movements between the two free d.o.f’s are restrained by damping and stiffness as
seen in Figure 3.15.

The point mass, mb, is calculated as, the mass of all the ballast within 0.3 m from
one sleeper:

mb = sd × ℎb × wb × �b (3.14)
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Displacement u
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k1=Kb

k2=100 kN/m
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u

Figure 3.13: Diagram of the bi-linear vertical stiffness of the connector element bal-
last model.

lb

ls

hb

a

Rail

Sleeper

Ballast

Subgrade

Figure 3.14: Refrenence for Equation 3.12 and Equation 3.13. After Zhai et al.
(2004).

where sd is the sleeper distance, ℎb in the ballast height, wb is the width of the
ballast and �b is the density of the ballast.

The ballast point mass is given an rotary moment of inertia, Ib, with axis normal to

Sleeper distance

Distributing coupling

Subgrade

Rail

Point mass

1

2

Direction 1 and rotation constrained

Damper

Bi-linear Spring

Translator

(Ib, mb)

(Kb)

(Cb)

Figure 3.15: The connector element ballast model.
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the analysis plane:

Ib =
mb

12
(s2d + ℎ2b) (3.15)

The ballast point mass is coupled to the subgrade/bridge by means of a distributed
coupling. The distributed coupling does not constrain the d.o.f’s of the slave surface.
It transfers the forces in an averaged sense between the controlling node and the
slave surface so that the resultant of the forces and moments are made equivalent.
Apart from a d.o.f constraining coupling the distributed coupling allow the nodes of
the slave surface to move and rotate in relation to each other (Dassault Systémes,
2007). This keeps the slave surface from becoming too stiff.

3.4 Method of analysis

This section treats the procedures for determining how well the model compares
with the measurements taken at case study bridge and other studies concerning this
particular bridge. The following are the procedures for this analysis:

1. A moving load combination is run over the bridge, with no soil interaction and
fixed foundations, to verify the model of the bridge.

2. A steady state analysis is undertaken to identify the modes and resonance
frequencies of the model.

3. A moving load combination is applied on the model bridge to compare soil
stress and acceleration during a locomotive passage.

4. The importance of horizontal coupling between rail and bridge are tested.

3.4.1 Verification of the bridge model

The beam model of the bridge described in section 3.2.3 is supposed to act as the
real bridge. To determine if major mistakes where made during the modeling of the
bridge an analysis is made of the bridge by itself. The bridge was separated from
all other parts in the model, except for the overhead rail and the connector element
ballast model. The walls were fixed to the foundation according to Figure 3.16. A
simulation of a G1206 locomotive passing the bridge at 40 km/h were then made
with an implicit evaluation.

The results of the simulation were compared with a 2D study regarding the same
bridge made by Ülker Kaustell (2009).
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Rail

Bridge

Figure 3.16: Model used for verification of the bridge.

3.4.2 Identifying the modes of the model

A steady state evaluation is made to determine the natural frequencies of the model
bridge and their corresponding modes. This data can then be compared with the
study made by Ülker Kaustell (2009) and measurements from the case bridge.

To identify the modes, four different steady state evaluations are executed. For each
evaluation a load is assigned to a specific location on the bridge. The load is meant
to activate modes oscillating in the same line of action as the load. See Figure 3.17
for the setup of the different steady state evaluations. The loads used in this analysis
have an amplitude of 1 N.

Each evaluation is made by solving the system for every 0.1 Hz in the interval
0.1-40 Hz. This produces amplitude-frequency diagrams with peaks at natural fre-
quencies. Thanks to Abaqus graphical interface the geometrical appearance of the
corresponding modes are easily extracted and can be evaluated visually.

 1 2

3

4

L/3

L/2

Figure 3.17: The four different steady state evaluations with their applied loads.
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3.4.3 Simulations of locomotive passages

Simulations of a G1206 locomotive passing the modeled space is made for the two
ballast models discussed in section 3.3. The model accelerations and horizontal
pressures are compared with measured results.

The only way to get a overall picture of how the model compares to measured
result is to run full scale tests with a moving load combination. The model for
the moving load combination used is the same as in section 3.4.1, the G1206 diesel
electric locomotive. To reduce boundary effects the train starts on the rail extensions
outside the soil part (see section 3.2.7). The train speed is set to 40 km/h (11.1
m/s) which is the speed limit for the bridge during construction of the Bothnia line
(Ülker Kaustell, 2009). The simulation time is set to 20 s. This will give the train
plenty of time to leave the model and made it possible to study the free vibrations
of the bridge.

3.4.4 Horizontal forces in the ballast-rail-bridge system

Due to the fact that not only vertical forces transmit between the rail, the ballast and
subgrade/bridge horizontal coupling in this system is very important (Ruge et al.,
2009). To make a simple comparison, a locomotive passage simulation are run on
the model with the solid planar ballast model. Contrary to the other simulations
the horizontal coupling is turned off.
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Results and discussion

The results of the procedures described in Chapter 3 are here presented and dis-
cussed. Some comparisons are made to measured results and other studies concern-
ing this bridge. The chapter is concluded with a summary of the conclusions drawn
from the results presented herein and suggestions for further development of the
model.

4.1 Verification of the modeled bridge

This section treats the results for the modeled bridge with fixed foundations and no
soil interaction.

Single locomotive passage measurements on the case study bridge have acceleration
magnitudes of up to ten times the simulated acceleration magnitudes in Figure 4.1.
The probable reasons to why the magnitudes of the accelerations of the simulation
are smaller than the measured magnitudes is in the limitations of the model. The
2D planar conditions of the model cannot properly describe 3D movements of the
bridge. For example: Modes rotating the bridge deck around a deck lengthwise
axis will give large vertical accelerations on the bridge edge beam where the vertical
accelerometer of the case bridge is attached. To verify the bridge in comparison
with measurements the bridge would have to be instrumented with a few more
accelerometers on other locations on the case bridge. Only then can non planar
movements be filtered out and strictly planar accelerations be obtained.

In comparison with other 2D beam models of this bridge, created by Ülker Kaustell
(2009), acceleration magnitudes and displacements, Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, com-
pare quite well. The resonance frequencies, however, seen in the frequency spectrum
in Figure 4.3, shows a large divergence. After some research this divergence could
be explained by the use of different element types and the placement of rail and
ballast mass. The Euler-Bernoulli beam elements used by Ülker Kaustell (2009)
don’t take shear displacements into account which give a stiffer behavior and pro-
duce higher resonance frequencies for the modeled bridge. Further, the mass of the
ballast in that model are taken into account by increasing the density of the deck,
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thus placing the ballast mass vertically lower than in the bridge model of this thesis.
By removing the rail, using Euler-Bernoulli beam elements, instead of Timoshenko
beam elements, and taking the ballast into account in the same way, a near ex-
act match of resonance frequencies could be obtained. However, the original model
bridge, with Timoshenko elements, rail and ballast mass placed in the ballast gravi-
tational center was assumed to be a better representation of the real bridge and was
used in the following analyses.
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Figure 4.1: Accelerations during a locomotive passage simulation for the modeled
bridge without soil interaction when the bridge is fixed at bottom of the
walls.
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Figure 4.3: Frequency spectrum of the free vibrations of a locomotive passage simu-
lation for the modeled bridge without soil interaction (Timoshenko beam
elements). The bridge is fixed at bottom of the walls. Results for the
Euler-Bernoulli beam model made by Ülker Kaustell (2009) are displayed
in parenthesis
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4.2 Steady state analysis and resonance frequen-

cies

The results of the steady state analysis performed on the model bridge can be seen
in Figure 4.4. Some frequencies can with caution be compared with the estimated
resonance frequencies in Table 2.4. At 5.1 Hz and 5.4 Hz are horizontal modes which
may be referred to the estimated horizontal mode at 5.4. The vertical modes at 7.5
Hz and 11.3 Hz may be referred to estimated vertical modes at 7.1 Hz and 11 Hz,
respectively. In the first horizontally swaying mode, at 1.7 Hz, the entire model
participates. This mode was not prominent in the ANPSD diagram (Figure 2.11) of
the measurements but it is the most prominent in the steady state analysis. Maybe
this mode is not activated by train passages on the real bridge or is a result of
inaccurate boundary conditions in the model.

It is difficult to see a general correspondence between model resonance frequencies
and estimated resonance frequencies from measurements. Apart from the results of
the modeled bridge with no soil in Figure 4.3, the peaks of the frequency spectrum in
Figure 4.4 are very vague. This is also true in comparison with the ANPSD diagram
in Figure 2.11. This may be due to an number of reasons, most probably faulty
interaction conditions between the soil and bridge wall and/or incorrect material
parameters for the soil as well as the discussed problems with 2D modeling. The
modeled pile groups may also be a source of error. It should also be noted that
the estimated resonance frequencies from measurements are somewhat uncertain. It
is obvious that the presence of the modeled soil and the pile groups have a large
impact on the modeled system. Even if results didn’t compare with measurements,
it become clearer that the bridge-soil system is very complex and probably very
hard to model with the simple assumptions made in this thesis. It can however be
stated that the foundations of the model, and probably the case bridge, are not fixed
during dynamic loading.
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Figure 4.4: The four steady state analyses and identified mode shapes at resonace
frequencies for the connector element ballast model. The solid planar
ballast model as well as a model without ballast gave nearly the exact
same results. See Appendix D for full model images of some of the above
modeshapes.
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A comparison between steady state analyses of a ballasted and not ballasted model
gave nearly the exact same results. It can therefore be assumed that the modeled
ballast have very small influence on model resonance frequencies. This can possibly
be explained by the following arguments:

∙ The ballast mainly contributes with mass to the model, due to low stiffness
compared to the bridge, and is constrained to the bridge on a relatively short
section.

∙ The mass of the ballast are much smaller than the mass of the adjacent soil.

∙ The piles and the walls of the bridge are constrained to the much greater mass
of the soil on longer sections.

4.3 Locomotive passage simulations

Here the results from the full scale locomotive passage simulations of the two ballast
models are presented. The big issue with both these models is that the acceler-
ation magnitudes of the model were too small and couldn’t be made to compare
with measurements. The highest accelerations were achieved in early simulations
without any rail, with train loads applied directly on the ballast. However, the
pressures against the bridge walls for those simulations were not easy to compare
with measured results and therefore the model of those simulations was assumed
to be a too large simplification of the in-situ system. The introduction of the rail
part and letting the moving loads apply on it lead to too small accelerations but
also made the horizontal stress against the bridge wall more accurate, compared to
measurements.

The rail part being the cause of smaller acceleration might have its explanation
in the rail-ballast coupling. According to Ruge et al. (2009) ballast stiffness differ
depending on whether the ballast is loaded or not. The ballast stiffness is much larger
when loaded leading to a more stiff connection between the sleeper and ballast. On
the other hand, when the ballast isn’t loaded the movements of the sleeper and
consequently the rail can be assumed to much less bound. In the model of this
study the rail is constrained to the ballast at every sleeper, independent of the
rail being loaded or not. This makes the connection between the bridge and rail
too stiff during most of the simulations time space, leading to smaller acceleration
magnitudes.

4.3.1 Solid planar ballast model

The solid planar ballast model gave the smallest acceleration magnitudes from a
locomotive passage, of the two ballast models. As seen in Figure 4.5 the acceler-
ations of the locomotive passage simulation are so small that the boundary effects
of the model gets very large in comparison, even though they have been reduced as
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described in section 3.2.7. Studying the frequency spectrum of the free vibrations
in Figure 4.6 show that primarily resonance frequencies around 16-18 Hz are acti-
vated. This may have something to do with the model sleeper distance being 0.6
m. With a locomotive speed at 11.1 m/s (40 km/h) and a sleeper distance of 0.6 m,
pulses are induced to the model at 18.5 Hz and activating modes at 16-18 Hz. This
might imply that the sleeper distance in the model are a very important factor for
model response. The peak of horizontal frequencies at approximately 1.7 Hz can be
referred to boundary effects disturbing the free vibrations.

The horizontal stress variations against the bridge wall show a behavior that some-
what corresponds to measurements. As seen in Figure 4.7 there are distinct peaks
when the axle loads passes the edge of the bridge and dips in between, corresponding
with the measurements. The ”buildup” of tensile stress before the train enters the
modeled bridge are much larger in the model simulation than in measurements and
can probably be explained by the modeled ballast being too stiff. When the real bal-
last isn’t loaded the ballast stiffness is much smaller which reduce forces transferred
between the rail, soil and the bridge. In the model, the too stiff unloaded ballast
pull the bridge in the direction of the train when the train, being some distance
away, displace the soil mass downward. The horizontal vector of this tensile stress
is probably what displays in the results. A ballast model with an elastic modulus
depending on whether it is loaded or not would probably give a more realistic result.

Furthermore, it is interesting to see that the vibrations of the modeled bridge are
hardly detected in the stress diagram of the model but can be detected in the
diagram from the measurements (Figure 4.7). This is another effect of the bridge
acceleration magnitudes being too small.
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Figure 4.5: Accelerations in during a locomotive passage simulation for the modeled
bridge with the solid planar ballast model.
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Figure 4.6: Frequency spectrum of the free vibrations of a locomotive passage sim-
ulation for the modeled bridge with the solid planar ballast model.
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bridge wall of a locomotive passage simulation for the modeled bridge
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4.3.2 Connector element ballast model

The connector element ballast model give larger acceleration magnitudes, as seen in
Figure 4.8. These accelerations can still not be compared with the accelerations of
the measured results since they are 10-100 times too small depending on which mea-
surement used as reference. It is however interesting that the bi-linear spring of this
ballast model most probably is the cause of the increased acceleration magnitudes.

The free vibrations show the same behavior as for the solid ballast model when
looking at the acceleration diagrams and frequency spectrum. Again, the frequency
spectrum of the free vibrations show that the free vibrations are most prominent in
the range 16-18 Hz which is probably due to the mentioned modeled sleeper distance
and speed of the simulated locomotive.

The most interesting about this ballast model are the horizontal soil stress vari-
ations against the modeled bridge wall shown in Figure 4.10. Comparison with
measured soil pressure variations shows a very similar behavior to measured re-
sults even though some divergence still have to be investigated. According to Ülker
Kaustell (2009) the measured compressive stresses may be underestimated. This can
possibly be explained by the arching effects mentioned in section 2.2.2. This leads
the author to belive that the simulated horizontal stress variations in the connector
element ballast model may be more accurate than those of the solid planar ballast
model.
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Figure 4.9: Frequency spectrum of the free vibrations of a locomotive passage simu-
lation for the modeled bridge with the connector element ballast model.
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Figure 4.10: Middle span vertical and horizontal soil stress against the bridge wall
of a locomotive passage simulation for the modeled bridge with the
connector element ballast model.
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4.4. SOLID BALLAST MODEL WITH NO HORIZONTAL COUPLING TO THE RAIL

4.4 Solid ballast model with no horizontal cou-

pling to the rail

This section treats the results from the solid ballast model with no horizontal cou-
pling between the rail and the ballast. It can be seen as the other extremity compared
to coupled d.o.f’s in the horizontal direction. As can be seen in Figure 4.11 the ac-
celerations are even smaller than the two previous simulations. When comparing
the frequency spectrum in Figure 4.12 with the earlier results one can see that the
peaks at 16-18 Hz are gone, hence strengthening the notion that these frequencies
where induced by the sleeper distance and the train speed. Probably this is also the
cause of the smaller accelerations for this ballast model. The peaks around 5 Hz
and the peak at 26.6 Hz get more prominent but this is mainly due to the scale of
the diagram. An increase of the amplitude of vertical accelerations can however be
detected at the peak at 25 Hz. The horizontal peak at 1.7 Hz is much smaller than
the one in the other solid ballast simulation in Figure 4.6.

The horizontal stress variation in Figure 4.13 show a very different display compared
to earlier results. Peaks can be seen when the axle loads enters the bridge but there
are a very big buildup of tensile forces that nearly erase them. This points to the
fact that how the ballast is modeled have a very large impact on model horizontal
pressures and that horizontal forces transmitted between the rail and ballast must
be taken into account.
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4.4. SOLID BALLAST MODEL WITH NO HORIZONTAL COUPLING TO THE RAIL
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Figure 4.12: Frequency spectrum of the free vibrations during a locomotive passage
simulation for the modeled bridge with the soild planar ballast model
without horizontal coupling.
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Figure 4.13: Horizontal soil stress against the bridge wall during a locomotive pas-
sage simulation for the modeled bridge with the solid planar ballast
model without horizontal coupling.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and suggestions for
further developments

In this chapter, remarks and conclusions concerning the presented bridge-soil mod-
eling is given. It should first be mentioned that modeling of a railroad portal frame
bridge with surrounding soil for dynamic analysis is a tricky business with numer-
ous sub issues. Some of the many simplifications and assumptions made in creation
of the model of this study can probably be reexamined. However, the work done
has increased the authors understanding in both finite element modeling techniques
and some of the issues regarding a railway bridge dynamic response. The main
conclusions of the study are:

∙ The dynamic response of a portal frame railway bridge is very much dependent
on the foundations of the bridge and their interaction with the soil. The
steady state analysis shows that treating the foundations as fixed in a dynamic
analysis will probably lead to an inaccurate description of the in-situ system.
This have been concluded earlier by Ülker Kaustell (2009) and is verified by
the model presented herein.

∙ Dynamic modeling of portal frame railway bridges should be made in 3D. The
inherently 3D dynamic movements of a real bridge cannot be described by a
2D model unless the modeled bridge have a very simple geometry. A further
development of the 2D model might however guide in the process of creating a
3D model, especially regarding the modeling of the ballast-sleeper-rail system.

∙ How the ballast is modeled is very important for the bridge response during
a train passage simulation. The two extremities presented in this study of
the ballast being and not being constrained horizontally to the rail show the
importance of considering the horizontal transmittance of forces between the
rail and ballast. Furthermore, a future ballast model should have a stiffness
that depends on whether the ballast is loaded or not. This should also apply
for the connection between the ballast and rail.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

5.1 Suggestions for further development of this

model

∙ The acceleration magnitudes of the modeled bridge are too small. Probably
depending on the ballast being too stiff when not loaded. A more complex
ballast model with horizontal, vertical and rotational stiffness depending on
whether the ballast is loaded or not could solve this problem.

∙ Some parts of the modeled soil is exposed to very large strains, exceeding the
limit for plastic deformation. A soil with plastic deformation properties could
give a more realistic results.
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Appendix A

Python script for creating the
model bridge

"""

2D-model of a portal fram bridge for dynamic analysis, v0.1.3

connector element ballast model

Joakim Kylen

"""

#set working directory

os.chdir(r’A:/ABAQUS-WD’)

#Import packages

import math

from abaqus import *

import testUtils

testUtils.setBackwardCompatibility()

from abaqusConstants import *

import section

import regionToolset

import assembly

import load

import step

import mesh

#Input, parameters from infinite elements .inp file(not changeable)---------

TotH=25.1 #Total height of nominal soil

TotW=100.0 #Total width of nominal soil

nH=40.0 #number of inf elements in vertical direction

HB=0.6 #Thickness of Ballast

#-----Changeable parameters-------------------------------------------------

#-----Geometry-----------

HeightP=6.575 #Height of Bridge, starting at top of foundation to top of ceiling

WidthC=16.4 #Width of span, including thickness of walls

TC=0.5 #Thickness of ceiling

TW=0.7 #Thickness of walls

TF=1.0 #Thickness of foundation

WF=3.6 #Width of foundation

ISH=1.0 #Inner Soil Height, The height of soillayer, inside the frame

PA1=20.0 #Pile no.1 angle(degree)

PA2=-4.5 #Pile no.2 angle(degree)

PW=0.3 #Pile width

D11=1.5 #Distance from foundation middle to center of piles

WoB=6 #Normal to the plane thickness for solid elemnts

Ibb=0.41 #centre of gravity for beambridge from centre of bottombeam

railh=25.15 #rail vertical placement in model

#----Material Parameters------

#Ballast
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APPENDIX A. PYTHON SCRIPT FOR CREATING THE MODEL BRIDGE

rhoBallast=1800 #Density, kg/m3 (not used for this ballast model)

vBallast=0.1 #Poissons ratio (not used for this ballast model)

eModBallast=11.E07 #Elastic modulus (Young’s modulus), Pa (not used)

#Bridge (concrete)

rhoBridge=2500 #Density, kg/m3

vBridge=0.2 #Poissons ratio

eModBridge=0.6*335.E08 #Elastic modulus (Young’s modulus), Pa

#pillars (concrete, elastic modulus modified according to pil group optimization)

rhoPillars=2500 #Density, kg/m3

vPillars=0.2 #Poissons ratio

eModPillars=7.E09 #Elastic modulus (Young’s modulus), Pa

#----Soil Parameters------

#Layers

sLayers=[5.4,11.2,13.2,15.7,24.5] #The position of each soillayer from surface

#Soil material parameters for each soil layer

SMF=1.0

rhoSoilL=[1800,1900*SMF,1700*SMF,1800*SMF,2000*SMF] #Density, kg/m3, for each layer

vSoilL=[0.3, 0.47,0.47,0.47,0.47] #Poissons ratio, for each layer

SoilFactor=2.0 #Factor for elastic modulus in soillayers

#Elastic modulus (Young’s modulus), Pa, for each layer--------

eModSoilL=[50.E06,SoilFactor*30.E06,SoilFactor*5.E06,SoilFactor*30.E06,SoilFactor*50.E06]

#Railballast model

Kb=2*74.E06 #Ballast stiffness

Kp=2*65.E06 #Rail pad stiffness (not used)

SKb=2*78.E06 #Shear ballast stiffness (not used)

Mb=2600.0 #Ballast mass under one sleeper

Ms=250.0 #Sleeper mass

#----Damping----

damping=0.04 #structural damping for the model soild elements

#-------WINGs--------

WOE=1.0 #Outer edge of wings

WIE=5.5 #Inner edge of wing (must be larger than above)

WWI=8.0 #The width of the wings

WT=0.8 #The thickness of a wing

nW=7 #The number of partition lines to approximate inclination

#-------Mesh--------

bridgeMesh=0.1 #Approximate sidelenght of the bridgeelements

pillarMesh=0.1 #Approximate sidelenght of the pillarelemnts

nomSoilMesh=0.4 #Approximate sidelenght of elements at the outer edges of model(general)

nomSoilFine=0.4 #Approximate sidelenght of elemnts at the inner edges of model(general)

nMesh=20 #The number of partition lines

startMesh=nomSoilFine #Approx sidelenght of the nominalsoil elements, outer edges of model

endMesh=nomSoilMesh #Approx sidelenght of the nominalsoil elements, inner edges of model

#MeasurePoints for soil stresses

Poffset=0.1 #Measurepoint offset from bridge

Plevel=[0.01,0.15,0.7,1.2,1.7,2.2,2.7,3.2

,3.7,4.2,4.7,5.2] #Measurepoint levels from top of bridge

#Calculated parameters------------------------------------------------------------------------

H1=HeightP+TF #Total height of the entire bridge

W1=WidthC+2*((WF-TW)/2) #Total width of the entire bridge

X0=TotW/2-W1/2 #Lower left X-coordinate of the bridge

Y0=TotH-HB-H1 #Lower left Y-coordinate of the bridge

SH=TotH-HB #Total Height of the soil

VPL=SH-H1 #Vertical Pillar Length

PAR1=PA1/180*math.pi #Pillar angle(radian)

PAR2=PA2/180*math.pi #Pillar angle(radian)

#Geometrical parameters for pilegroups

TPA1=math.tan(PAR1) #Tan-factor of pillar angle
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TPA2=math.tan(PAR2) #Tan-factor of pillar angle

PHW1=PW/math.cos(PAR1) #Pillar Horizontal width

PHW2=PW/math.cos(PAR2) #Pillar Horizontal width

K1=math.tan(math.pi/2-PAR1)

K2=math.tan(math.pi/2-PAR2)

M1=-PHW1/2*K1

M2=PHW2/2*K2

XX=(M2-M1)/(K1-K2)

YY=K1*XX+M1

PARRAY1=[X0+WF/2-D11,X0+WF/2+D11]

PARRAY2=[X0+W1-WF/2-D11,X0+W1-WF/2+D11]

PARRAY = PARRAY1 +PARRAY2 #Positions of pillars, upper middle node of each pillar

dH=TotH/nH #Height of infinite elements

Sides=(TotW-WidthC)/2 #Half soil width, excluding bride

#Inclination of Wings by replacing I area inertia and area--------------

#inertia

dW=(WIE-WOE)/nW

dhW=(WWI-1.0)/nW

Iww=[WoB*TW**3.0/12.0+2*WWI**3.0*WT/12.0+2*WWI*WT*(WWI/2.0+TW/2.0)**2.0]

for n in range(1,nW,1):

Iww=Iww+[WoB*TW**3.0/12.0+2*(WWI-n*dhW+dhW/2)**3.0*WT/12.0+2*

(WWI-n*dhW+dhW/2)*WT*((WWI-n*dhW+dhW/2)/2.0+TW/2.0)**2.0]

Iww=Iww+[WoB*TW**3.0/12.0+2*(1.0)**3.0*WT/12.0+2*(1.0)*WT*((1.0)/2.0+TW/2.0)**2.0]

#area

Aww=[(WoB*TW+2*WWI*WT)]

for n in range(1,nW,1):

Aww= Aww+[(WoB*TW+2*(WWI-n*dhW+dhW/2)*WT)]

Aww= Aww+[(WoB*TW+2*1*WT)]

#Area for the deck section of the bridge--------------

Au=5.995

#Importing .inp-file and setting up the model-----------------------------

# Create a model using input file for infinite elements.

myModel = mdb.ModelFromInputFile(name=’Beam’,

inputFileName=’C:/python/absorbingNOBALL.inp’)

#------------------------Creating parts------------------------------------------------

#Create a part for soillayers.-----------

s = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’Beamprofile’, sheetSize=200.0)

g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints

s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)

#Right side

s.Line(point1=(TotW, 0.0), point2=(TotW, SH))

s.Line(point1=(TotW, SH), point2=(TotW-Sides, SH))

s.Line(point1=(TotW-Sides, SH), point2=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF+0.1))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF+0.1), point2=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2)+0.9, Y0+TF+0.01))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2)+0.9, Y0+TF+0.01), point2=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2)+1, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2)+1, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1, Y0), point2=(PARRAY[3]+PHW1/2, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[3]+PHW1/2, Y0), point2=(PARRAY[3]+PHW1/2+VPL*TPA1, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[3]+PHW1/2+VPL*TPA1, 0), point2=(TotW, 0.0))

#Middle

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF, Y0), point2=(X0+W1-WF, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2)-TW, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2)-TW, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2)-TW, Y0+TF+ISH))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-((WF-TW)/2)-TW, Y0+TF+ISH), point2=(X0+((WF-TW)/2)+TW, Y0+TF+ISH))

s.Line(point1=(X0+((WF-TW)/2)+TW, Y0+TF+ISH), point2=(X0+((WF-TW)/2)+TW, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+((WF-TW)/2)+TW, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+WF, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+WF, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+WF, Y0))
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s.Line(point1=(X0+WF, Y0), point2=(PARRAY[1]+PHW1/2, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[1]+PHW1/2, Y0), point2=(PARRAY[1]+PHW1/2+VPL*TPA1, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[1]+PHW1/2+VPL*TPA1, 0), point2=(PARRAY[2]-PHW1/2-VPL*TPA1, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[2]-PHW1/2-VPL*TPA1, 0), point2=(PARRAY[2]-PHW1/2, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[2]-PHW1/2, Y0), point2=(X0+W1-WF, Y0))

#Left

s.Line(point1=(0.0, 0.0), point2=(PARRAY[0]-PHW1/2-VPL*TPA1, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[0]-PHW1/2-VPL*TPA1, 0), point2=(PARRAY[0]-PHW1/2, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[0]-PHW1/2, Y0), point2=(X0, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(X0, Y0), point2=(X0, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+((WF-TW)/2)-1, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+((WF-TW)/2)-1, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+((WF-TW)/2)-0.9, Y0+TF+0.01))

s.Line(point1=(X0+((WF-TW)/2)-0.9, Y0+TF+0.01), point2=(X0+((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF+0.1))

s.Line(point1=(X0+((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF+0.1), point2=(X0+((WF-TW)/2), Y0+H1))

s.Line(point1=(X0+((WF-TW)/2), Y0+H1), point2=(0.0, Y0+H1))

s.Line(point1=(0.0, Y0+H1), point2=(0.0, 0.0))

#Betweean piles

for i in range(0,len(PARRAY),2):

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+XX,Y0+YY), point2=(PARRAY[i]-VPL*TPA1+PHW1/2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-VPL*TPA1+PHW1/2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]-VPL*TPA2-PHW2/2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-VPL*TPA2-PHW2/2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+XX,Y0+YY))

for i in range(1,len(PARRAY),2):

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-XX,Y0+YY), point2=(PARRAY[i]+VPL*TPA1-PHW1/2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+VPL*TPA1-PHW1/2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+VPL*TPA2+PHW2/2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+VPL*TPA2+PHW2/2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]-XX,Y0+YY))

for i in range(0,len(PARRAY),2):

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2,Y0), point2=(PARRAY[i+1]-PHW2/2,Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i+1]-PHW2/2,Y0), point2=(PARRAY[i+1]-PHW2/2+VPL*TPA2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i+1]-PHW2/2+VPL*TPA2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2-VPL*TPA2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2-VPL*TPA2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2,Y0))

myBeam = myModel.Part(name=’Beam’, dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,

type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)

myBeam.BaseShell(sketch=s)

myModel.convertAllSketches()

#----Partition beam--------

meshL=PARRAY[0]-VPL*TPA1-1

dMesh=meshL/nMesh

#Partition for soilLayers

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

f, e, d = p.faces, p.edges, p.datums

t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f[0], sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, origin=(

0.0, 0.0, 0.0))

s = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’iii’, sheetSize=205.91,

gridSpacing=5.14, transform=t)

g, v, d1, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints

s.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)

for n in range(0,len(sLayers),1):

s.Line(point1=(0, SH-sLayers[n]), point2=(TotW,SH-sLayers[n]))

#partition for load

for n in range(0,166,1):

s.Line(point1=(0.30+n*0.6, SH), point2=(0.30+n*0.6, SH+1))

s.Line(point1=(0.80+n*0.6, SH), point2=(0.80+n*0.6, SH+1))

#------------------------------

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

f = p.faces[:]

pickedFaces = f

e1, d2 = p.edges, p.datums
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p.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=pickedFaces, sketch=s)

#Partition for mesh alternatives

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

f, e, d = p.faces, p.edges, p.datums

t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f[0], sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, origin=(

0.0, 0.0, 0.0))

s = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’lll’, sheetSize=205.91,

gridSpacing=5.14, transform=t)

g, v, d1, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints

s.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[0]-VPL*TPA1-1, SH-sLayers[0]), point2=(PARRAY[0]-VPL*TPA1-1, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1+1, SH-sLayers[0]), point2=(PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1+1, 0))

for n in range(1,nMesh,1):

s.Line(point1=(n*dMesh, SH-sLayers[0]), point2=(n*dMesh,0))

for n in range(1,nMesh,1):

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1+1+n*dMesh, SH-sLayers[0]),

point2=(PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1+1+n*dMesh,0))

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

f = p.faces[:]

pickedFaces = f

e1, d2 = p.edges, p.datums

p.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=pickedFaces, sketch=s)

#Partition for extra lines between piles to be used for meshing.

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

f, e, d = p.faces, p.edges, p.datums

t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f[0], sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, origin=(

0.0, 0.0, 0.0))

s = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’llll’, sheetSize=205.91,

gridSpacing=5.14, transform=t)

g, v, d1, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints

s.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

p.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES)

s.Line(point1=(41.15-1,8.0), point2=(41.15-3,1))

s.Line(point1=(43.15+1,8.0), point2=(43.15+3,1))

s.Line(point1=(56.85-1,8.0), point2=(56.85-3,1))

s.Line(point1=(58.85+1,8.0), point2=(58.85+3,1))

s.Line(point1=(50-0.5,5), point2=(50-2,8))

s.Line(point1=(50+0.5,5), point2=(50+2,8))

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

f = p.faces[:]

pickedFaces = f

e1, d2 = p.edges, p.datums

p.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=pickedFaces, sketch=s)

#Partition for measurepoints

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]

f, e, d1 = p.faces, p.edges, p.datums

t = p.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=f[0], sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, origin=(

0.0, 0.0, 0.0))

s1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’nodeset’, sheetSize=200,

gridSpacing=1, transform=t)

g, v1, d, c = s1.geometry, s1.vertices, s1.dimensions, s1.constraints

s1.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE)

for n in range(0,len(Plevel)-1,1):

s1.Line(point1=(X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset, SH-Plevel[n]),

point2=(X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset, SH-Plevel[n+1]))

s1.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF/2+TW/2+Poffset, SH-Plevel[n]),

point2=(X0+W1-WF/2+TW/2+Poffset, SH-Plevel[n+1]))

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Beam’]
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f = p.faces

pickedFaces = f

e1, d2 = p.edges, p.datums

p.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=pickedFaces, sketch=s1)

s1.unsetPrimaryObject()

del mdb.models[’Beam’].sketches[’nodeset’]

#Create a part for Bridge foundations ---------------

s = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’__profile__’, sheetSize=200.0)

g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints

s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)

s.Line(point1=(X0, Y0), point2=(X0, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF), point2=(X0+WF/2, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+WF/2, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+WF-((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+WF-((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF), point2=(X0+WF, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+WF, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+WF, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(X0+WF, Y0), point2=(X0, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF, Y0), point2=(X0+W1-WF, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1-WF+((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF+((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1-WF+WF/2, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF+WF/2, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1-WF+WF-((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF+WF-((WF-TW)/2), Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1-WF+WF, Y0+TF))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF+WF, Y0+TF), point2=(X0+W1-WF+WF, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF+WF, Y0), point2=(X0+W1-WF, Y0))

p1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].Part(name=’Bridge’, dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,

type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)

p1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Bridge’]

p1.BaseShell(sketch=s)

s.unsetPrimaryObject()

#Create a part for pilegroups ----------------------

s = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’pillarProfile’, sheetSize=200.0)

g, v, d, c = s.geometry, s.vertices, s.dimensions, s.constraints

s.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)

for i in range(0,len(PARRAY),2):

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-PHW1/2-VPL*TPA1, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]-PHW1/2, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-PHW1/2, Y0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2, Y0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2-VPL*TPA2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2-VPL*TPA2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]-PHW2/2-VPL*TPA2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-PHW2/2-VPL*TPA2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+XX,Y0+YY))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+XX,Y0+YY), point2=(PARRAY[i]+PHW1/2-VPL*TPA1, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+PHW1/2-VPL*TPA1, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]-PHW1/2-VPL*TPA1, 0))

for i in range(1,len(PARRAY),2):

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+PHW1/2+VPL*TPA1, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+PHW1/2, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+PHW1/2, Y0), point2=(PARRAY[i]-PHW2/2, Y0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-PHW2/2, Y0), point2=(PARRAY[i]-PHW2/2+VPL*TPA2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-PHW2/2+VPL*TPA2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2+VPL*TPA2, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]+PHW2/2+VPL*TPA2, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]-XX,Y0+YY))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-XX,Y0+YY), point2=(PARRAY[i]-PHW1/2+VPL*TPA1, 0))

s.Line(point1=(PARRAY[i]-PHW1/2+VPL*TPA1, 0), point2=(PARRAY[i]+PHW1/2+VPL*TPA1, 0))

pi1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].Part(name=’Pillars’, dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,

type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)

pi1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Pillars’]

pi1.BaseShell(sketch=s)

s.unsetPrimaryObject()

#Create a part for rail (beam element) -------------------

s1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’railsk’, sheetSize=200.0)

g, v, d, c = s1.geometry, s1.vertices, s1.dimensions, s1.constraints

s1.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)

for n in range(0,248,1):
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for k in range(0,6,1):

s1.Line(point1=(-24.05+n*0.6+k*0.1, railh), point2=(-24.05+n*0.6+(k+1)*0.1, railh))

s1.HorizontalConstraint(entity=g[2])

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].Part(name=’rail’, dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,

type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’rail’]

p.BaseWire(sketch=s1)

s1.unsetPrimaryObject()

del mdb.models[’Beam’].sketches[’railsk’]

#Create a part for the bridge deck and walls (beam elements)

s1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].ConstrainedSketch(name=’beambridgesk’, sheetSize=200.0)

g, v, d, c = s1.geometry, s1.vertices, s1.dimensions, s1.constraints

s1.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)

for n in range(0,int(20*(WidthC-TW)),1):

s1.Line(point1=(X0+WF/2+n*0.05,SH-TC/2+Ibb), point2=(X0+WF/2+(n+1)*0.05,SH-TC/2+Ibb))

s1.Line(point1=(X0+WF/2,SH-TC/2+Ibb), point2=(X0+WF/2,SH-WOE))

s1.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF/2,SH-TC/2+Ibb), point2=(X0+W1-WF/2,SH-WOE))

for n in range(0,nW-1,1):

s1.Line(point1=(X0+WF/2,SH-WOE-n*dW), point2=(X0+WF/2,SH-WOE-(n+1)*dW))

s1.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF/2,SH-WOE-n*dW), point2=(X0+W1-WF/2,SH-WOE-(n+1)*dW))

s1.Line(point1=(X0+WF/2,SH-WOE-(n+1)*dW), point2=(X0+WF/2,Y0+TF))

s1.Line(point1=(X0+W1-WF/2,SH-WOE-(n+1)*dW), point2=(X0+W1-WF/2,Y0+TF))

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].Part(name=’beambridge’, dimensionality=TWO_D_PLANAR,

type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’beambridge’]

p.BaseWire(sketch=s1)

s1.unsetPrimaryObject()

del mdb.models[’Beam’].sketches[’beambridgesk’]

#Creating materials-------------------------------------------

import material

# Create a material(rail). Steel

steel1 = myModel.Material(name=’steel’)

elasticProperties = (21.E10, 0.3)

steel1.Elastic(table=(elasticProperties, ) )

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’steel’].Density(table=((7800.0, ), ))

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’steel’].Damping(structural=damping)

# Create a material(foundation slab). Concrete

concrete1 = myModel.Material(name=’concrete’)

elasticProperties = (eModBridge, vBridge)

concrete1.Elastic(table=(elasticProperties, ) )

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’concrete’].Density(table=((rhoBridge, ), ))

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’concrete’].Damping(structural=dampingconcrete)

# Create a material(ballast). not used for this ballast model.

ballast1 = myModel.Material(name=’ballast’)

elasticProperties = (eModBallast, vBallast)

ballast1.Elastic(table=(elasticProperties, ) )

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’ballast’].Density(table=((rhoBallast, ), ))

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’ballast’].Damping(structural=damping)

# Create a material(piles).

soil1 = myModel.Material(name=’pillars’)

elasticProperties = (eModPillars, vPillars)

soil1.Elastic(table=(elasticProperties, ) )

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’pillars’].Density(table=((rhoPillars, ), ))

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’pillars’].Damping(structural=damping)

# Create a materials(soil layers).

for i in range(0,len(sLayers),1):

soil = myModel.Material(name=’SoilLayer’+str(i))

elasticProperties = (eModSoilL[i], vSoilL[i])

soil.Elastic(table=(elasticProperties, ) )
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mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’SoilLayer’+str(i)].Density(table=((rhoSoilL[i], ), ))

mdb.models[’Beam’].materials[’SoilLayer’+str(i)].Damping(structural=damping)

#Creating and assigning sections----------------------------------------

noll=0

layno=0

#For soil layers

for i in range(0,len(sLayers),1):

region23=myBeam.faces.findAt(((nMesh*dMesh+0.001,SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),)

+myBeam.faces.findAt(((TotW-0.001,SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),)

mySection = myModel.HomogeneousSolidSection(name=’nomSoilLayer’+str(i),

material=’SoilLayer’+str(i), thickness=WoB)

for n in range(0,nMesh+1,1):

region23 = region23+myBeam.faces.findAt((((n)*dMesh+0.001,SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),)

+myBeam.faces.findAt(((PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1+1+n*dMesh-0.001,SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),)

if H1<sLayers[i]:

XLay=[PARRAY[0],PARRAY[1],PARRAY[2],PARRAY[3],X0+WF/2,X0+W1-WF/2,TotW/2]

for t in range(0,len(XLay),1):

region23 = region23+myBeam.faces.findAt(((XLay[t],SH-sLayers[i]+0.0001,0),),)

if H1-TF-ISH<sLayers[i]<H1:

region23 = region23+myBeam.faces.findAt(((TotW/2,SH-sLayers[i]+0.0001,0),),)

if H1-TF>sLayers[i]:

region23 = region23+myBeam.faces.findAt(((TotW/2-WidthC/2-0.01,SH-

sLayers[i]+0.0001,0),),)

region23 = region23+myBeam.faces.findAt(((TotW/2+WidthC/2+0.01,SH-

sLayers[i]+0.0001,0),),)

#For infinite elements

LayHei=sLayers[i]-noll

nInfSec=int(LayHei/dH)

layno=layno+(LayHei/dH)

for k in range(1,nInfSec+2,1):

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’PART-1’]

region = p.sets[’INFSOILEL’+str(2+int(layno)-k)]

region2=p.sets[’INFSOILEL’+str(80-int(layno)+k)]

p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName=’nomSoilLayer’+str(i), offset=0.0,

offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField=’’)

p.SectionAssignment(region=region2, sectionName=’nomSoilLayer’+str(i), offset=0.0,

offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField=’’)

noll=sLayers[i]

region1=regionToolset.Region(faces=region23)

myBeam.SectionAssignment(region=region1,sectionName=’nomSoilLayer’+str(i))

# For foundation slab

mySection = myModel.HomogeneousSolidSection(name=’theBridge’,

material=’concrete’, thickness=WoB)

region = (p1.faces,)

p1.SectionAssignment(region=region,sectionName=’theBridge’)

#For pilegroups

mySection = myModel.HomogeneousSolidSection(name=’thePillars’,

material=’pillars’, thickness=WoB)

region = (pi1.faces,)

pi1.SectionAssignment(region=region,sectionName=’thePillars’)

#Profile and section for rail-------------------------------------------

mdb.models[’Beam’].GeneralizedProfile(name=’railprofile’, area=0.015, i11=6e-05,

i12=0.0, i22=1e-05, j=7e-05, gammaO=0.0, gammaW=0.0)

#Section

mdb.models[’Beam’].BeamSection(name=’RAIL’, profile=’railprofile’,

integration=BEFORE_ANALYSIS, poissonRatio=0.2, density=7800.0,

thermalExpansion=OFF, temperatureDependency=OFF, dependencies=0, table=((
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210.E09, 79.3), ), alphaDamping=0.0, betaDamping=0.0,

compositeDamping=0.0, centroid=(0.0, 0.0), shearCenter=(0.0, 0.0))

#Assignment

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’rail’]

edges = p.edges[0:]

region = regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’rail’]

p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName=’RAIL’, offset=0.0,

offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField=’’)

#Section orientation

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’rail’]

edges = p.edges[0:]

region=regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’rail’]

p.assignBeamSectionOrientation(region=region, method=N1_COSINES, n1=(0.0, 0.0,

-1.0))

#Profile and section for beambridge-------------------------------------------

mdb.models[’Beam’].GeneralizedProfile(name=’bridgeceiling’, area=Au, i11=1.6,

i12=0.0, i22=3, j=4.6, gammaO=0.0, gammaW=0.0)

#Section deck

mdb.models[’Beam’].BeamSection(name=’BRIDGEC’, profile=’bridgeceiling’,

integration=BEFORE_ANALYSIS, poissonRatio=0.2, density=rhoBridge,

thermalExpansion=OFF, temperatureDependency=OFF, dependencies=0, table=((

eModBridge, eModBridge*0.4), ), alphaDamping=0.0, betaDamping=0.0,

compositeDamping=0.0, centroid=(0.0, 0.0), shearCenter=(0.0, 0.0))

#Assignment

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’beambridge’]

edges = p.edges[0:]

region = regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)

p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName=’BRIDGEC’, offset=0.0,

offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField=’’)

#Section orientation

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’beambridge’]

edges = p.edges[0:]

region=regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’beambridge’]

p.assignBeamSectionOrientation(region=region, method=N1_COSINES, n1=(0.0, 0.0,

-1.0))

#Section walls

for i in range(0,len(Iww),1):

mdb.models[’Beam’].GeneralizedProfile(name=’wing’+str(i), area=Aww[i], i11=Iww[i],

i12=0.0, i22=34, j=40, gammaO=0.0, gammaW=0.0)

mdb.models[’Beam’].BeamSection(name=’WING’+str(i), profile=’wing’+str(i),

integration=BEFORE_ANALYSIS, poissonRatio=0.2, density=rhoBridge,

thermalExpansion=OFF, temperatureDependency=OFF, dependencies=0, table=((

eModBridge, eModBridge*0.4), ), alphaDamping=0.0, betaDamping=0.0,

compositeDamping=0.0, centroid=(0.0, 0.0), shearCenter=(0.0, 0.0))

p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’beambridge’]

edges = p.edges.findAt(((X0+WF/2,SH-WOE-i*dW+0.01,0),),((X0+W1-WF/2,SH-WOE-i*dW+0.01,0),),)

region = regionToolset.Region(edges=edges)

p.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName=’WING’+str(i), offset=0.0,

offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, offsetField=’’)

#Create an assembly for the model.-------------------------------------------------------

myAssembly = myModel.rootAssembly

myInstance = myAssembly.Instance(name=’beamInstance’,

part=myBeam, dependent=OFF)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly
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p = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Bridge’]

pi = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’Pillars’]

ra = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’rail’]

bb = mdb.models[’Beam’].parts[’beambridge’]

a.Instance(name=’Bridge-1’, part=p, dependent=OFF)

a.Instance(name=’Pillars-1’, part=pi, dependent=OFF)

a.Instance(name=’rail-1’, part=ra, dependent=OFF)

a.Instance(name=’beambridge-1’, part=bb, dependent=OFF)

#Merge piles, soillayers and bridge foundation slab

a.InstanceFromBooleanMerge(name=’soilBallastBridge-1’, instances=(

a.instances[’beamInstance’],

a.instances[’Bridge-1’],

a.instances[’Pillars-1’],

), keepIntersections=ON, originalInstances=DELETE,

domain=GEOMETRY)

#Add constraints(ties, couplings)-----------------------------------------------------

#Between infinite elements ans soil

import regionToolset

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

side1Edges1 = s1.findAt(((0,SH-sLayers[0]+0.01,0),),)

for n in range(0,len(sLayers),1):

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((0,SH-sLayers[n]+0.01,0),),)

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((TotW,SH-sLayers[n]+0.01,0),),)

region1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=side1Edges1)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

f1 = a.instances[’PART-1-1’].elements

face1Elements1 = f1.getSequenceFromMask(mask=(’[#ffffffff:2 #ffff ]’, ), )

region2=regionToolset.Region(face1Elements=face1Elements1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].Tie(name=’CONSTINF’, master=region1, slave=region2,

positionToleranceMethod=SPECIFIED, positionTolerance=0.1, adjust=OFF,

tieRotations=ON, thickness=ON)

#Between soil and bridge

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

side1Edges1 = s1.findAt(((X0+(WF-TW)/2,SH-0.01,0),),)

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((X0+(WF-TW)/2,Y0+TF+0.21,0),),)

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((X0+(WF-TW)/2-0.5,Y0+TF+0.05,0),),)

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((X0+W1-WF+(WF+TW)/2,SH-0.01,0),),)

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((X0+W1-WF+(WF+TW)/2,Y0+TF+0.21,0),),)

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((X0+W1-WF+(WF+TW)/2+0.5,Y0+TF+0.05,0),),)

region1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=side1Edges1)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’beambridge-1’].edges

side1Edges1 = s1[0:]

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((X0+(WF-TW)/2-0.5,Y0+TF,0),),)

side1Edges1=side1Edges1+s1.findAt(((X0+W1-WF+(WF+TW)/2+0.5,Y0+TF,0),),)

region2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=side1Edges1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].Tie(name=’BEAMBTOSOIL’, master=region2, slave=region1,

positionToleranceMethod=SPECIFIED, positionTolerance=TW/2+0.01, adjust=OFF,

tieRotations=ON, thickness=ON)

#Between bridge walls an foundation

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

edges1=s1.findAt(((X0+WF/2-0.1,Y0+TF,0),),((X0+WF/2+0.1,Y0+TF,0),),((X0+WF/2-1,Y0+TF,0),),)

region2=regionToolset.Region(edges=edges1)
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a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’beambridge-1’].vertices

refPoints1=s1.findAt(((X0+WF/2,Y0+TF,0),),)

region1=regionToolset.Region(vertices=refPoints1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].Coupling(name=’LF’, controlPoint=region1,

surface=region2, influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE, couplingType=KINEMATIC,

localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON, ur3=ON)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

edges1=s1.findAt(((X0+W1-WF/2-0.1,Y0+TF,0),),((X0+W1-WF/2+0.1,Y0+TF,0),),

((X0+W1-WF/2+1,Y0+TF,0),),)

region2=regionToolset.Region(edges=edges1)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’beambridge-1’].vertices

refPoints1=s1.findAt(((X0+W1-WF/2,Y0+TF,0),),)

region1=regionToolset.Region(vertices=refPoints1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].Coupling(name=’RF’, controlPoint=region1,

surface=region2, influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE, couplingType=KINEMATIC,

localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON, ur3=ON)

#----------BALLAST MODEL (Connector element code is found last in this document)---------

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

ah=192

#Loaded soil and bridge surfaces

for n in range(0,166,1):

s1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

side1Edges1 = s1.findAt(((0.5501+n*0.6,SH,0),),((0.61+n*0.6,SH,0),),)

s2=a.instances[’beambridge-1’].edges

side1Edges2=s2.findAt(((0.3001+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.3501+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.4001+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.4501+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.5001+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.5501+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.6001+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.6501+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.7001+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),

((0.7501+n*0.6,SH-TC/2+Ibb,0),),)

a.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges1+side1Edges2, name=’SHsurf’+str(n))

#reference points for rail

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

for n in range(0,166,1):

a.ReferencePoint(point=(0.55+n*0.6, SH+0.3, 0.0))

r1 = a.referencePoints

#Coupling for subgrade

for n in range(0,166,1):

r1 = a.referencePoints

refPoints1=(r1[ah+n], )

region1=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

region2 = a.surfaces[’SHsurf’+str(n)]

mdb.models[’Beam’].Coupling(name=’subconst’+str(n), controlPoint=region1,

surface=region2, influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE, couplingType=DISTRIBUTING,

weightingMethod=UNIFORM, localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON, ur3=ON)

#Masses

for n in range(0,166,1):

refPoints1=(r1[ah+n], )

region=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.PointMassInertia(

name=’ballast’+str(n), region=region, mass=Mb, i11=156, i22=156, i33=156, alpha=0.0,

composite=0.0)

#Boundaries
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#BC

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

v1 = a.instances[’rail-1’].vertices

for n in range(0,166,1):

verts1 = v1.findAt(((0.55+n*0.6,railh,0),),)

region = regionToolset.Region(vertices=verts1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].DisplacementBC(name=’3dof’+str(n), createStepName=’Initial’,

region=region, u1=UNSET, u2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET, amplitude=UNSET,

distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName=’’, localCsys=None)

#--------------Exterior RAIL (for reducing boundary effects)----------------------

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

for n in range(0,41,1):

a.ReferencePoint(point=(-24.05+n*0.6, SH, 0.0))

for n in range(0,42,1):

a.ReferencePoint(point=(124.75-n*0.6, SH, 0.0))

ah1=1851

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

r1 = a.referencePoints

for n in range(0,41,1):

#springs/dampers

refPoints1=(r1[ah1+n], )

rgn1pair0=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

v1 = a.instances[’rail-1’].vertices

verts1 = v1.findAt(((-24.05+n*0.6, railh, 0.0),),)

rgn2pair0=regionToolset.Region(vertices=verts1)

region=((rgn1pair0, rgn2pair0), )

a.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot(

name=’Springsside1s’+str(n), regionPairs=region, axis=FIXED_DOF, dof1=2,

dof2=2, orientation=None, springBehavior=ON, springStiffness=Kb/20,

dashpotBehavior=ON, dashpotCoefficient=2*59.E03)

ah2=ah1+41

for n in range(0,42,1):

refPoints1=(r1[ah2+n], )

rgn1pair0=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

v1 = a.instances[’rail-1’].vertices

verts1 = v1.findAt(((124.75-n*0.6, railh, 0.0),),)

rgn2pair0=regionToolset.Region(vertices=verts1)

region=((rgn1pair0, rgn2pair0), )

a.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot(

name=’Springsside2s’+str(n), regionPairs=region, axis=FIXED_DOF, dof1=2,

dof2=2, orientation=None, springBehavior=ON, springStiffness=Kb/20,

dashpotBehavior=ON, dashpotCoefficient=2*59.E03)

#Boundary conditions

for n in range(0,83,1):

r1 = a.referencePoints

refPoints1=(r1[ah1+n], )

region = regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].DisplacementBC(name=’sidedofconst’+str(n), createStepName=’Initial’,

region=region, u1=SET, u2=SET, ur3=SET, amplitude=UNSET,

distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName=’’, localCsys=None)

#Couplings

for n in range(0,41,1):

v1 = a.instances[’rail-1’].vertices

verts1 = v1.findAt(((-24.05+n*0.6,railh,0),),)

region1=regionToolset.Region(vertices=verts1)

r1 = a.referencePoints

refPoints1=(r1[ah1+n], )

region2=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)
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mdb.models[’Beam’].Coupling(name=’side1s’+str(n), controlPoint=region2,

surface=region1, influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE, couplingType=KINEMATIC,

localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=OFF, ur3=OFF)

for n in range(0,42,1):

v1 = a.instances[’rail-1’].vertices

verts1 = v1.findAt(((124.75-n*0.6,railh,0),),)

region1=regionToolset.Region(vertices=verts1)

r1 = a.referencePoints

refPoints1=(r1[ah1+n+41], )

region2=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].Coupling(name=’side2s’+str(n), controlPoint=region2,

surface=region1, influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE, couplingType=KINEMATIC,

localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=OFF, ur3=OFF)

#-------------Evaluation methods(Steps)----------------------------------------------------

mdb.models[’Beam’].ImplicitDynamicsStep(name=’Implicit’, previous=’Initial’,

timeIncrementationMethod=FIXED, initialInc=0.01, nohaf=OFF, noStop=OFF)

mdb.models[’Beam’].steps[’Implicit’].setValues(timePeriod=20.0,

maxNumInc=200000, initialInc=0.0125)

#-----------------Boundary conditions------------------------------------------------------

#Fixing bottom of soil part.

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

e1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

XLay=[PARRAY[0],PARRAY[1],PARRAY[2],PARRAY[3],X0+WF/2,X0+W1-WF/2,TotW/2,

PARRAY[0]-VPL*TPA1,PARRAY[1]+VPL*TPA1,PARRAY[2]-VPL*TPA1,PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1,

PARRAY[0]-VPL*TPA2,PARRAY[1]+VPL*TPA2,PARRAY[2]-VPL*TPA2,PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA2]

region23 = e1.findAt(((XLay[0],0,0),),)

for t in range(1,len(XLay),1):

region23 = region23+e1.findAt(((XLay[t],0,0),),)

for t in range(0,nMesh,1):

region23 = region23+e1.findAt(((t*dMesh+0.01,0,0),),)

region23 = region23+e1.findAt(((TotW-nMesh*dMesh+(t+1)*dMesh-0.01,0,0),),)

region = regionToolset.Region(edges=region23)

mdb.models[’Beam’].DisplacementBC(name=’BC-1’, createStepName=’Initial’,

region=region, u1=SET, u2=SET, ur3=SET, amplitude=UNSET,

distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName=’’, localCsys=None)

#--------------------------------Moving loads---------------------------------------

#Import amplitude functions

text_file = open("C:\python\Loc40.txt", "r")

nTrainL=int(float(text_file.readline()))

for t in range(0,1477,1):

load1=float(text_file.readline())

amp1=float(text_file.readline())

data1=((load1, amp1),)

for i in range(0,nTrainL,1):

load1=float(text_file.readline())

amp1=float(text_file.readline())

data1=data1+((load1,amp1),)

mdb.models[’Beam’].TabularAmplitude(name=’Amp’+str(t), timeSpan=STEP, smooth=0.0,

data=data1)

text_file.close()

#Create trainloads

for n in range(0,1477,1):

v1 = a.instances[’rail-1’].vertices

verts1 = v1.findAt(((-24.05+n*0.1,railh,0),),)
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a.Set(vertices=verts1, name=’RailSu’+str(n))

for t in range(0,1477,1):

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

region = a.sets[’RailSu’+str(t)]

mdb.models[’Beam’].ConcentratedForce(name=’TLoad’+str(t),

createStepName=’Implicit’, region=region, cf2=-225000.0, amplitude=’Amp’+str(t),

distributionType=UNIFORM, field=’’, localCsys=None, follower=OFF)

#-------------------------------MESH---------------------------------------------------

#Seed edges of rail and beam elements of bridge

a1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

a1.makeIndependent(instances=(a1.instances[’beambridge-1’], ))

s1 = a1.instances[’beambridge-1’].edges[0:]

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=s1, size=0.01)

a1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

a1.makeIndependent(instances=(a1.instances[’rail-1’], ))

s1 = a1.instances[’rail-1’].edges[0:]

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=s1, size=0.01)

#Seed edges of bridge foundation slabs

a1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

a1.makeIndependent(instances=(a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’], ))

f1 = a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].faces.findAt(((X0+0.01,Y0+0.01,0),),)

f11=f1[0]

a2=a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’]

for i in range(0,len(f11.getEdges()),1):

pickedEdges = (a2.edges[f11.getEdges()[i]],)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

a1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

a1.makeIndependent(instances=(a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’], ))

f1 = a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].faces.findAt(((X0+W1-0.01,Y0+0.01,0),),)

f11=f1[0]

a2=a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’]

for i in range(0,len(f11.getEdges()),1):

pickedEdges = (a2.edges[f11.getEdges()[i]],)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

#Seed edges of pilegroups

a1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

a1.makeIndependent(instances=(a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’], ))

for n in range(0,len(PARRAY),1):

f2 = a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].faces.findAt(((PARRAY[n]-0.01,Y0-0.01,0),),)

f12=f2[0]

a2=a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’]

for i in range(0,len(f12.getEdges()),1):

pickedEdges = (a2.edges[f12.getEdges()[i]],)

a2.edges[f12.getEdges()[i]]

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=pillarMesh)

#Seed horizontal edges in middle section of the soil layers

meshhedges=0.3

a1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

region23=s1.findAt(((TotW/2-WidthC/2-0.1,SH,0),),)+s1.findAt(((TotW/2+WidthC/2+0.1,SH,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=region23, size=meshhedges)

for i in range(0,len(sLayers),1):

region23=s1.findAt(((nMesh*dMesh+0.001,SH-sLayers[i],0),),)+s1.findAt(

((TotW-nMesh*dMesh-0.001,SH-sLayers[i],0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=region23, size=meshhedges)

if H1<sLayers[i]:

XLay=[PARRAY[0],PARRAY[1],PARRAY[2],PARRAY[3],X0+WF/2,X0+W1-WF/2,TotW/2]
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for t in range(0,len(XLay),1):

region23 = s1.findAt(((XLay[t],SH-sLayers[i],0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=region23, size=meshhedges)

if H1-TF-ISH<sLayers[i]<H1:

region23 = s1.findAt(((TotW/2,SH-sLayers[i],0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=region23, size=meshhedges)

#Seed exterior soil edges

diffMesh=endMesh-startMesh

deMesh=diffMesh/nMesh

a1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

for n in range(1,nMesh,1):

for i in range(0,len(sLayers),1):

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((PARRAY[0]-VPL*TPA1-1+(n-1)*dMesh,

SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),

((PARRAY[0]-VPL*TPA1-1+(n-1)*dMesh-0.01,

SH-sLayers[i],0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=endMesh-n*deMesh)

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1+1+(n-1)*dMesh,

SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),

((PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1+1+(n-1)*dMesh+0.01,

SH-sLayers[i],0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=startMesh+n*deMesh)

#Seed surface soil edges

for n in range(0,166,1):

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((0.54+n*0.6,SH,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=0.2)

#Seed soil partition edges

for n in range(0,len(Plevel)-1,1):

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset, SH-Plevel[n]-0.01,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((X0+WidthC+WF/2-TW/2+Poffset, SH-Plevel[n]-0.01,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((X0+WF/2-TW/2, SH-Plevel[n]-0.01,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((X0+WidthC+WF/2-TW/2, SH-Plevel[n]-0.01,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

#Seed remaining soil edges around bridge walls

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((X0+WF/2-TW/2-0.5, Y0+TF+0.05,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((X0+WidthC+WF/2-TW/2+0.5, Y0+TF+0.05,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((X0+WF/2-TW/2, Y0+TF+0.2,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

pickedEdges = s1.findAt(((X0+WidthC+WF/2-TW/2, Y0+TF+0.2,0),),)

a1.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

#Seed edge of soil inside frame

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

edge1 = s1.findAt(((TotW/2,Y0+TF+ISH,0),), )

edge=edge1

pickedEdges = edge

a.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=nomSoilFine)

#Seed measurepoint partition edges

edge1 = s1.findAt(((X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset, SH-0.01,0),),

((X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset, SH-Plevel[0]-0.01,0),),

((X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset, SH-Plevel[1]-0.01,0),),

((X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset-0.01, SH,0),),

((X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset+0.01, SH,0),),)

edge1 = edge1+s1.findAt(((X0+W1-WF/2+TW/2+Poffset, SH-0.01,0),),

((X0+W1-WF/2+TW/2+Poffset, SH-Plevel[0]-0.01,0),),
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((X0+W1-WF/2+TW/2+Poffset, SH-Plevel[1]-0.01,0),),

((X0+W1-WF/2+TW/2+Poffset+0.01, SH,0),),

((X0+W1-WF/2+TW/2+Poffset-0.01, SH,0),),)

pickedEdges = edge1

a.seedEdgeBySize(edges=pickedEdges, size=bridgeMesh)

#Apply TRI-element shape for nominal soil

a1 = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

s1 = a1.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].faces

region23=s1.findAt(((n*dMesh+0.001,SH-sLayers[0]+0.001,0),),)

for i in range(0,len(sLayers),1):

region23=s1.findAt(((PARRAY[0]-VPL*TPA1-0.8,SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),)

+s1.findAt(((TotW-0.001,SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),)

for n in range(0,nMesh,1):

region23 = region23+s1.findAt(((n*dMesh+0.001,SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),)

+s1.findAt(((PARRAY[3]+VPL*TPA1+1+n*dMesh-0.001,SH-sLayers[i]+0.001,0),),)

if H1<sLayers[i]:

XLay=[PARRAY[0],PARRAY[1],PARRAY[2],PARRAY[3],X0+WF/2,X0+W1-WF/2,TotW/2]

for t in range(0,len(XLay),1):

region23 = region23+s1.findAt(((XLay[t],SH-sLayers[i]+0.0001,0),),)

if H1-TF-ISH<sLayers[i]<H1:

region23 = region23+s1.findAt(((TotW/2,SH-sLayers[i]+0.0001,0),),)

if H1-TF>sLayers[i]:

region23 = region23+s1.findAt(((TotW/2-WidthC/2-0.01,SH-sLayers[i]+0.0001,0),),)

region23 = region23+s1.findAt(((TotW/2+WidthC/2+0.01,SH-sLayers[i]+0.0001,0),),)

region1=regionToolset.Region(faces=region23)

a1.setMeshControls(regions=region23, elemShape=TRI)

#Create mesh

a.makeIndependent(instances=(a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’], ))

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

partInstances =(a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’], )

a.seedPartInstance(regions=partInstances, size=nomSoilMesh, deviationFactor=0.1)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

partInstances =(a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’], )

a.generateMesh(regions=partInstances)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

partInstances =(a.instances[’beambridge-1’], )

a.generateMesh(regions=partInstances)

partInstances =(a.instances[’rail-1’], )

a.generateMesh(regions=partInstances)

#-------------Additional measurepoint sets----------------------

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

v = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].vertices

for n in range(0,len(Plevel),1):

vert1=v.findAt(((X0+WF/2-TW/2-Poffset, SH-Plevel[n],0),),)

a.Set(vertices=vert1, name=’L’+str(n))

vert1=v.findAt(((X0+WidthC+WF/2-TW/2+Poffset, SH-Plevel[n],0),),)

a.Set(vertices=vert1, name=’R’+str(n))

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

v = a.instances[’beambridge-1’].vertices

vert1=v.findAt(((TotW/2, Y0+H1-TC/2+Ibb,0),),)

a.Set(vertices=vert1, name=’UBMiddle’)

vert1=v.findAt(((X0+((WF-TW)/2)+TW+1.0/3*(WidthC-2*TW), Y0+H1-TC/2+Ibb,0),),)

a.Set(vertices=vert1, name=’UBTri’)

vert1=v.findAt(((X0+WF/2, Y0+H1-TC/2+Ibb,0),),)

a.Set(vertices=vert1, name=’SideLeft’)

a=mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly.sets
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mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly.SetByMerge(

name=’IntrSetsG’,sets=(a[’UBMiddle’],a[’UBTri’],a[’SideLeft’]))

for n in range(0,len(Plevel),1):

mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly.SetByMerge(

name=’IntrSetsG’,sets=(a[’IntrSetsG’],

a[’L’+str(n)],a[’R’+str(n)]) )

a=mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly.sets

regionDefg=a[’IntrSetsG’]

#Delete the automatically created outputs requests

del mdb.models[’Beam’].fieldOutputRequests[’F-Output-1’]

del mdb.models[’Beam’].fieldOutputRequests[’F-Output-2’]

del mdb.models[’Beam’].historyOutputRequests[’H-Output-1’]

del mdb.models[’Beam’].historyOutputRequests[’H-Output-2’]

#--------------Create job------------------------

mdb.Job(name=’PMTLOAD602xboundspring2’, model=’Beam’, type=ANALYSIS,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE,

nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, description=’’,

parallelizationMethodExplicit=DOMAIN, multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT,

numDomains=8, userSubroutine=’’, numCpus=8, memory=90,

memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, scratch=’’, echoPrint=OFF, modelPrint=OFF,

contactPrint=OFF, historyPrint=OFF)

mdb.jobs[’PMTLOAD602xboundspring2’].setValues(multiprocessingMode=MPI)

#--------------------Create output requests---------------

mdb.models[’Beam’].FieldOutputRequest(name=’F-Output-1’,

createStepName=’Implicit’, variables=(’A’, ’S’, ’U’), frequency=1)

del mdb.models[’Beam’].fieldOutputRequests[’ImplicitFieldWM’]

#---Create spring to simulate the concrete slabs between the foundations----

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

a.ReferencePoint(point=(X0+WF+0.5, Y0+TF/2, 0.0))

a.ReferencePoint(point=(X0+W1-WF-0.5, Y0+TF/2, 0.0))

r1 = a.referencePoints

ref1=4373

ref2=ref1+1

refPoints1=(r1[ref1], )

rgn1pair0=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

refPoints1=(r1[ref2], )

rgn2pair0=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

region=((rgn1pair0, rgn2pair0), )

a.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot(

name=’bottomspring’, regionPairs=region, axis=FIXED_DOF, dof1=1,

dof2=1, orientation=None, springBehavior=ON, springStiffness=11E08,

dashpotBehavior=OFF, dashpotCoefficient=0)

s1 = a.instances[’soilBallastBridge-1-1’].edges

refPoints1=(r1[ref1], )

region1=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

verts1 = s1.findAt(((X0+WF,Y0+0.1,0),),)

region2=regionToolset.Region(edges=verts1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].Coupling(name=’botttomspringle’, controlPoint=region1,

surface=region2, influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE, couplingType=KINEMATIC,

localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON, ur3=ON)

refPoints1=(r1[ref2], )

region1=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=refPoints1)

verts1 = s1.findAt(((X0+W1-WF,Y0+0.1,0),),)

region2=regionToolset.Region(edges=verts1)

mdb.models[’Beam’].Coupling(name=’bottomspringri’, controlPoint=region1,

surface=region2, influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE, couplingType=KINEMATIC,

localCsys=None, u1=ON, u2=ON, ur3=ON)

#--------------Create connector element properties-----------------------

#For some reason this could not be scripted and have to be inputted manually.
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mdb.models[’Beam’].ConnectorSection(name=’Conn1’,

assembledType=TRANSLATOR)

elastic_0 = connectorBehavior.ConnectorElasticity(components=(1, ),

behavior=NONLINEAR, table=((-Kb, -1.0), (0.0, 0.0), (100000.0,

1.0)))

elastic_0.ConnectorOptions()

damping_1 = connectorBehavior.ConnectorDamping(components=(1, ), table=((

2*59.E03, ), ))

damping_1.ConnectorOptions()

mdb.models[’Beam’].sections[’Conn1’].setValues(behaviorOptions =(

elastic_0, damping_1, ) )

#--------------Adding connector elements-----------------------

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

v1 = a.instances[’rail-1’].vertices

r1 = a.referencePoints

for n in range(0,166,1):

a.WirePolyLine(points=((v1[246+n*6], r1[192+n]), ), mergeWire=False, meshable=False)

a = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly

e1 = a.edges

edges1 = e1.getSequenceFromMask(mask=(’[#1 ]’, ), )

a.Set(edges=edges1, name=’Wire’+str(n))

region = mdb.models[’Beam’].rootAssembly.sets[’Wire’+str(n)]

csa = a.SectionAssignment(sectionName=’Conn1’, region=region)

dtm1 = a.DatumCsysByThreePoints(origin=v1[246+n*6], point1=r1[192+n],

coordSysType=CARTESIAN)

dtmid1 = a.datums[dtm1.id]

a.ConnectorOrientation(region=csa.getSet(), localCsys1=dtmid1)



Appendix B

Matlab script for optimization of
the pile groups

B.1 Main script

%Optimaization of bridge pile group, Main Script

%Joakim Kylen

%conditions for placement of inner an outer pile

A=[0 0 0 -1 1];

b=-0.0;

%Starting guess

x0=[20;1;7*10ˆ9;2.1;2.1];

%Upper, lower boundaries

lb=[1;-4.5;4*10ˆ9;1.5;1.5];

ub=[20.0;30;12*10ˆ9;5;5];

%Find minimum for the squared difference sum with applied conditions

%@mycon are a function of nonlinear conditions

r=fmincon(@pillargroupfun2mod,x0,A,b,[],[],lb,ub,@mycon);

%Display result

teta1=r(1)

teta2=r(2)

E=r(3)

d1=r(4)

d2=r(5)

pillargroupfunmod(teta1,teta2,E,d1,d2)

B.2 Function to be minmized: @pillargroupfun2mod

%Optimaization of bridge pile group, Function to be minimized

%This funtion determines the squared difference sum for displacements from

%guessed parameters and the expected result.

function resultat = pillargroupfun2mod(x0)

%Name parameters

teta1=x0(1)

teta2=x0(2)

E=x0(3)
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APPENDIX B. MATLAB SCRIPT FOR OPTIMIZATION OF THE PILE GROUPS

d1=x0(4)

d2=x0(5)

%Calculate geometrical properties for four piles (one pile group)

tetaa1=pi/2-teta1*pi/180;

tetaa2=pi/2-teta2*pi/180;

L1=16.925/cos(teta1*pi/180);

L2=16.925/cos(teta2*pi/180);

L=[L1 L2 L2 L1];

A=6*0.3;

I=6*0.3ˆ3/12;

c=[cos(tetaa1) cos(tetaa2) cos(-tetaa2) cos(-tetaa1)];

s=[sin(tetaa1) sin(tetaa2) sin(-tetaa2) sin(-tetaa1)];

%The vertical placement of the center of the foundation slab

pl=0.5;

%Create stiffness matrix

Ktot=zeros(16,16);

for i=1:4

Topo=[c(i) s(i) 0 0;

0 0 c(i) s(i)];

Kb=[E*A/L(i) -E*A/L(i) ;

-E*A/L(i) E*A/L(i)];

Ktot((i-1)*4+1:(i-1)*4+4,(i-1)*4+1:(i-1)*4+4)=Topo’*Kb*Topo;

end

%reduce d.o.f’s that are assumed to be fixed

Ktotr=[Ktot(3:4,3:4) zeros(2,2) zeros(2,2) zeros(2,2);

zeros(2,2) Ktot(7:8,7:8) zeros(2,2) zeros(2,2);

zeros(2,2) zeros(2,2) Ktot(11:12,11:12) zeros(2,2);

zeros(2,2) zeros(2,2) zeros(2,2) Ktot(15:16,15:16);];

%Constrainment matrix, Constrains all remaining dofs

%to a point at variable pl.

C=[1 0 pl;

0 1 -d1;

1 0 pl;

0 1 -d2;

1 0 pl;

0 1 d2;

1 0 pl;

0 1 d1;];

%Constrain Ktotr to point at height pl

KtotC=C’*Ktotr*C;

%Add loads from corresponding to estimated stiffness

Hori= 2.5*10ˆ8;

Vert=2.5*10ˆ9;

Rotat=4.7*10ˆ9;

Kopl=3.4*10ˆ8;

%Create load matrix

R=[Hori 0 -Kopl;

0 Vert 0;

-Kopl 0 Rotat];

%Compute displacements

r=KtotC\R;

%Compute squared difference sum for displacements and unity matrix

diff=(r(1,1)-1)ˆ2+(r(2,2)-1)ˆ2+(r(3,3)-1)ˆ2+(r(1,3))ˆ2+(r(3,1))ˆ2;

%define results

resultat=diff ;
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B.3 Non-linear conditions function: @mycon

function [c,ceq]=mycon(x0)

%naming variables

teta1=x0(1);

teta2=x0(2);

E=x0(3);

d1=x0(4);

d2=x0(5);

%Conditions making sure that piles do not cross

c=[d2<abs(17*tan(teta2*pi/180)) (d2+17*tan(teta2*pi/180)>d1+17*tan(teta1*pi/180))];

ceq=[];





Appendix C

Matlab script for moving load
amplitude functions

%Moving load amplitudes (triangular pulses) for 2D fem model

%Load applies on the rail

%Joakim Kylen

c=40/3.6; %Train speed

Ls=0.1; %Node distance in model

Li=0.6:0.1:148.2; %The distance from model edge of every loaded node

bog=2.4 %Inner boogie axle distance of locomotive

buff=14.700 % Total locomotive length

inner=4.8 %Distance between the two inner axles

outer=(buff-2*bog-inner)/2 %Distance to buff from outer axles

ti=[0 bog inner bog] % Every axle distance from first axle

li=[]; % Train axle distances from first axle

sum=0;

for h=1:1 %Script for creating multiple tram train

for g=1:length(ti)

li=[li sum+ti(g)];

sum=sum+ti(g);

end

sum=sum+outer*2

end

Tl=[] % timestamps for all amplitude functions

for j=1:length(li) %Script for creating timestamps for every amplitude function

i=1;

T=[(Li(i)+li(j))/c-Ls/c,(Li(i)+li(j))/c,(Li(i)+li(j))/c+Ls/c];

for i=2:length(Li)

T=[T;(Li(i)+li(j))/c-Ls/c,(Li(i)+li(j))/c,(Li(i)+li(j))/c+Ls/c];

end

Tl=[Tl,T]

end

amp=[0 1 0]

Amp=[] %Amplitudes for the timestamps

for k=1:length(Tl(1,:))/3
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Amp=[Amp amp];

end

fid = fopen(’Loc40.txt’,’wt’); %Create file

fprintf(fid,’%f\n’,length(li)*3-1); %Number of timestamps for one load (-1)

for m=1:length(Tl)

for n=1:length(Tl(m,:))

fprintf(fid,’%f\n’,Tl(m,n)); %Print timestamp

fprintf(fid,’%f\n’,Amp(n)); %Print Amplitude

end

end

fclose(fid);



Appendix D

Examples of mode shapes
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APPENDIX D. EXAMPLES OF MODE SHAPES
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APPENDIX D. EXAMPLES OF MODE SHAPES
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